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(.AIIIIlElt OBSERVER
—“THAT TIIY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”

VOL. VII.

WEDNESDAY, : ARCH 8, 1837.

faintlv endeavoured to say ‘Anien” and after Christ was an incarnation of love in our world.
He was love, living, breathing, speaking, acting
that he spoke no more.”
AN ASSOCIATION OF CLERGYMEN.
To this notice from the sermon of Dr. Deal- amongst men. His birth was the nativity of
try, we add the following from another discourse love, his sermvns the words of love, his miracles
GEORGE W MYERS, PRINTER.
on the same occasion preached by Mr. Cart the wonders of love, his tears the meltings of
wright, minister of the Episcopal Jews Chapel, love, his crucifixion the agonies of love, his re
WHERE IS THE SOUL.
surrection the triumph of love.
in London.
Christianity he has left behind him, as the
“When laid on his dying bed—not a fortnight
Where is the soul ? go ask the sculptured stone
before his actual d gsolution—with failing heart representative of his character, the written im
That rises proudly o’er the silent tomb;—
and flesh, but yet happily conscious that God age of himself, and has breathed into the whole
Go ask the marble, why it stands alone,
was the strength of his heart and his portion system his own spirit, and rendered it living
Unfailing witness to man’s final doom.
for ever,—whilst waiting for death in calm and with love. This system is the system of the
Go ask the mourner, in affliction’s glow,
peaceful
reliance on the Redeemer, and desir Church, the system of every individual member
While the warm tear is glistening-in her eye;
ous
that
nothing
earthly should withdraw his at of the brotherhood; and its breath of life it has
Go ask the grave,—the slumbering dust below,—
tention from the approaching realities of eter infused into every heir of God, and joint heir
And echo, to thy words shall still reply—
nity,—on that solemn occasion he remembered with Jesus Christ, and made him him a living
Where is the soul?
that a large company of undergraduates of the soul, alive with the fervour of love. H ence
University would be assembled on the evening the Bible everywhere recognizes it as character
Where is the soul ? Not in the grave’s embrace,
previous
to the Alumni Meeting on behalf of the istic of the disciples of Christ, and in a variety
Amid contagion’s pestilential breath.
Jewish cause, the details of which he had him of manner, and with unwonted frequency and
Go ask the worm, in that dark, dismal place,
self arranged. He resolved to send them his emphasis, as the invaluable and necessary pos
If spirits linger in those halls of death.
last message; and accordingly, in a feeble whis session ot every Christian. “Fie that loveth
Go ask the clay, where man’s proud soul hath fled?
per, dictated ‘to a friend, who wrote down from not, knoweth not God, for God is love; and eve
Ask of the waving grass, and clammy sod,—
iiis lips what he was to say. It was as fol ry one that loveth is born of God and knoweth
Go ask the coffin, that contains the dead,—
God. The objects of this affection are all per
lows :—
And they shall answer, that the soul’s abode
•‘Aly dear Young Friends,—I have long wish ceptive beings, all capable of happiness. It
Is with its God.
[Chr. Witness.
ed to address you on this occasion, and since I embraces God, and clings to him supremely,
had nd hope of doing it by word of mouth, I as ineffably excellent and infinitely superior in
have wished to do it through the medium of worth to all other beings; his holy angels also it
THE OBSERVER.
Mr. Spence (one of Mr. Simeon’s curates ;) honours, as reflections of the brightness of his
From the New York Observer.
but the weakness that has come upon me glory; and even his enemies it regards with be
incapacitates me from doing it as I could de nevolence, although not with approbation.—
DEATH-BED OF REV. C. SIMEON.
sire.
You will, however, excuse my infirmi But it has a peculiar reference to all who are
The following notice of the last days of the Rev. Charles
brethren in Christ, members of his body—beau
Simeon, of Cambridge, England, is from the sermon preach
ties.
ed at Trinity Church on the occasion of his death by Dr.
The thing which I wish to bring before you tifully knits them together in love. To this ex
Dealtry, chancellor of Winchester. The narrative was
is this : ought we or ought we not, to resem hibition of love or this mode of its operation,
prepared from the notes and recollections of the Rev. W.
ble Almighty God in the things most near and the apostle alludes, when he exhorts Christians
Carus, the intimate friend of Mr. Simeon, and his Succes
dear to himself? It has been the object of my to love as brethren.
sor in the ministry at Cambridge.
Love is a complex emotion of the soul, the
life to do so; and it is my dying prayer for you
On Friday, Oct. 21st, when the means used
that, you may do so also. Now, I ask, what is elements of which are—a pleasurable feeling
to relieve him were altogether fruitless, and all
- *1 ence ot v»ou m bearing with such an one—and at this very moment God’s view of his ancient awakened by the contemplation of some appro
hope was gone that he would
recover, about
the faithfulness of God in perfecting his people, and his feelings toward them? I have priate object, and a desire for the good of that
midnight he was raised up in his bed, and hav
work and performing all his promises to such an delivered the dearly beloved ot my soul into object. Of this emotion there are various mod
ing sent for me to his side, he began what seem
ifications, expressed by various names; and
the hands of her enemies.’ (Jer. xii. 7.)
one.
”
ed to us his dying remarks. ' He said in a very
Are such God’s feelings towards them even there are of course different objects that
Early the next morning I was with him, and
slow and impressive manner; “I am a poor fal
now? and ought not ours to resemble them?— will excite it, and variously modify its opera
len creature, and our nature is a poor fallen told him that I had ventured to repeat to the
Have we no cause for shame, and sorrow, and tions.
young
men
some
of
his
remarks,
that
they
might
thing; there is no denying that; is there ? It
Christians are constituted brethren by a mor
know the power of Christian principles to sus contrition that we have resembled him so little
cannot be repaired; there is nothing that I can
tain and gladden in the last hours of weakness. in past times? And has not every one of us al bond; the same which binds them to Christ
do to repair it. Well! then that is true. Now
cause for shame, and sorrow, and contrition, for himself. There is among them a family like
what would you advise in such a case?” As he “Yes,” said he, “it is to the principles I look. It
is upon the broad grand principles of the gos his sad want of resemblance to God in this re ness in moral qualities, and although there may
made rather a long pause, I doubted whether
pel that I repose—it is not upon any particular spect? Yes have we not reason to blush and be he no other attractive influence, no connections
he did not mean me to answer; upon which I re
promise here or there; any little portions of the confounded before God, when not even a de between them in the relations of society, they
plied: “Surely, sir, to go as you always have
have all drank into one spirit; and whether
done, as ‘a poor fallen creature,’ to the Lord word which some people seen? to take comfort sire for this resemblance has existed in our high or low, rich or poor, literate or illiterate,
from;
but
I
wish
to
look
at
the
grand
whole
—
minds
?
Jesus Christ, confessing your sins and implor
Respecting them at this moment also, God African, Indian, American, bond or free, they
ing and expecting pardon and peace.” He an j at the vast scheme of redemption as from Eterfeel themselves knit together in love, being of
swered, in a very determined and joyful man ; nity to Eternity.” Then, after speaking of his says (Rom. xi. 28,) They are beloved for the
one accord, and of one mind. Hence there
I
bodily
weakness,
and
the
effect
it
might
have
father's
sakes:
’
and
have
we
no
sense
of
shame
ner: “That is what I am doing, and will do.”
is a sympathy pervading the whole, which
'
on
his
spiritual
feelings,
he
added,
“
But
howev
that
there
is
no
correspondence
of
mind
be

1 added; “And you find the Lord Jesus Christ,
manifests itself in weeping with those that
I er that may he, I wish to point out this distinc- tween God and us in this respect?
to he very present, and giving you peace!”—
But God says concerning them, ‘I do not weep, and rejoicing with those that do rejoice.
He instantly replied, looking up to heaven with I tion in my case; that I am not solicitous so
But let it be especially noted that the object
the most remarkable expression of happiness ' much about this feeling or that, or this state this for your sakes, ‘O house of Israel," but for
which in contemplation excites the emotion is
in his countenance: “Oh! yes, that I do.” And | or that, as upon keeping before me the grand mine Holy Name’s sake, which ye have pro
moral likeness to Christ. Wherever we discov
he does net forsake you now !” “No, indeed ! principles of Jehovah from Eternity to Eternity. faned among the heathen whither ye went; and
er the image of Jesus, or see a course of action
that never can be!” I added: “He has said ‘I Now I might wish to be ah e to go out, to take I will sanctity my great name, which was pro
which evinces the possession of his spirit, there
a
good
walk;
so
also
in
my
soul
I
might
wish
faned
among
the
heathen,
which
ye
have
pro

will never leave thee nor forsake thee.’ ” He
answered by a smile and gentle inclination of the I to be able to go forth and survdy all the glories faned in the midst of them; and the heathen will all the feelings cluster wliich may be ele
and the blessedness of that place ; shall know that I am the Lord, saith the Lord ments of brotherly love. Let me see an indi
head. I was afraid of wearying him, and left I of heaven,
ne
him for the night.
♦
i t lere might, however, b'e something in all that God, when I shall be sanctified in you before vidual of any colour, of any sect, who, in his
,.
to be suspected. But in taking the great rev- their eyes. For I will take you from among the walk and conversation is manifestly governed
rhe next morning he appeared, if any thing, eJation J HimgeJf which G()J bag given ug> heathen, and gather you out of all countries and by a regard for the Lord and his anointed, who
to rally a little; and when he opened h.s eyes ! t1)ere j regt
n Hi
and Ij()t
myse|f._ will bring you into your own land,’ (Ezek. xxvi. is cultivating the heavenly dispositions, and ho
upon us, and saw us standing near him he be- j do not d
*!ld
n fee|»nd t,[
bts> 22—44.)'
ly habits of the gospel, who has embarked in
gan to address us again in the same calm and ' vvbicb are Jha in^ and unc*rtain, but I am
Now I ask, let the Jews he e-er so insignifi the high interests in which God is engaged, and
deliberate manner as before. Fie then said ; kept by him who changes not.” I quoted the cant, that we do nothing for their sakes, ought who sees and feels, loves and hates, as he does,
“Infinite wisdom has devised the who e with in- r J q ani the Lo,.^ j ch
no't therefore not the glory of God’s Holy Name to be as dear and if I have only brotherly love in me, I see a
finite love; and infinite power enables me ... ye sons of JaCob are not consumed.’ “Yes!” to us as it is to Him ? Are there no obligations man who has higher claims on my regard and
[pausing J...to rest upon that power; and all is that lg the lrue view of lbe niatter as it appears lying upon us on this ground? Have we no my sympathy than any of the merely natural
infinitely good and gracious. All is right and tome. For, after all, what are a man's prayers cause for shame, and sorrow, and contrition, relations of my life can command. Loving him
well, and just as it should be! I am in a dear and thoughts before Him? It cannot depend that these considerations have weighed so little that begat I also love him that is begotten of
Father s hands. Al issecuie. V len I look io UpOn a few p00r> broken, puling words: nor do in our minds? Surely if we felt as we ought, him. Bound to the throne of God by those
him I see nothing out faithfulness, and nnmuta- j d
d
„ these> But
• j sav> j take the glory of" God as connected with the subject } moral excellencies wliich brighten his charac
bility and truth; and I have not a doubt; or a tbe glorious and majestic discoveries which should be dear to us, dearer than life itself.— ter, and make him an object of delightful com
fear,hut the sweetest peace. I cannot but nave God has made to me of Himself, and there I But who in this view, does not stand self-con placency, I am also bound in Christian affec
peace. But if I look another way—to the poor regt/. Re then added, smiling as he used to do demned before God?
tion to every son and daughter of Adam who,
creature—Oh! then there is nothing-nothing whe.i he would qualify any strong statement,
But let us enter upon another part of the beholding the glory of God as it shines in the
-nothing but what is to be abhorred and about which he himself had no doubt; “I may subject: God’s design and purpose toward them person.of Jesus Christ, has been changed into
mourned over. es say t lat; and it is true. be wrong in my view, though I think I am not;
(Jer. xxxii. 41)—‘Yea, I will rejoice over them the same image. And as he is the centre of
Soon after this he fell into astate of great stu- j-then
s0|emn|y and slowly] but however, to do them good, and I will plant them in this attraction to them all, and they all alike
poor lost, and vile sin- land assuredly with my whole heart and with love to sit at his feet, and imbibe his heavenly
por, whi,ch continued till after 10 o clock at tbis I know, that I am a poor
night, when, suddenly recovering, and being ner; yea, the chief of sinners, and the greatest my whole soul.’
spirit, so also do they love to contemplate the
raised up in his bed, he again began; “What is monument of God’s mercy; and I know I can
Now I ask is this God's state of mind towards faintest reflection of his glory, whenever visi
before me I know not, whether I shall live or not be wrong here.”
them? What then should nave been ours?— ble.
die. But this I know that all things are order
For
a
day
or
two
after
this,
his whole mind But alas! what are our o\Vn ? What have they
Influenced by this love, it will be our endeaed and sure. Every thing is ordered with un
been in times past? What are they at the pre
erring wisdom and unbounded love.” He then seemed engaged in perfecting a scheme for four sent moment? Tell me, are we no.t sadly un ' vour to keep the unity of the spirit in the bond
addressed one of his dearest friends in the most sermons upon that passage, Eplies. iii. 18, 19: like to God? And should it not be a niatter of of peace and as the elect of God holy and beearnest and affectionate manner, thanking him “That you may be able to comprehend, with daily liumilration that we are so? Yea, should 1 loved, to put on bowels of mercy, kindness,
for all his kindness, and expressing lfis earnest all saints, what is the breadth, and length, and we not all rise at this moment as one man, with humbleness of mind, meekness, long-suffering.
wishes for his best interests in time and eternity. depth and height ; and to know the love of self-indignation against ourselves, that we are Oil! if these heavenly affections had a deeper
After this, he mentioned how anxious he had Christ which passeth knowledge, that ye may be so utterly unlike to God, and so little ardent lodgment in the breasts of those who are called
always been that his faculties might be preser filled with all the fulness of God.’ “This" said to resemble Him, and to accomplish his the brethren of Christ, how much bitterness,
[ and wrath, and anger, and evil-speaking, and
ved to the last, that he might beenabled to he, “is the grandest subject I can concieve for will ?
j malice would be put away from the midst of
prove to all the power of those principles, which a course of sermons, and I should think a life
Read what is said at Zeph. iii. 17—20; ‘The them—how tender would they be of each oth
he had professed and preached through life, well spent even out of heaven, to write and de
now to sustain in death. He then looked round liver four sermons upon this subject in a maimer Lord thy God in the midst of thee is mighty; er's feelings—how kind in word and action—
very seriously upon us and said: “You seem all worthy of it.” He then .dictated, with remark lie will rejoice over thee with joy; he will rest ; how caretul lest even a momentary wound might
to be anticipating what will not yet take place able precision, the outlines for four sermons up in his love; he will joy over thee with singing.— be inflicted—and how watchful against every
I will gather them that are sorrowful for the sol occasion of ill-feeling.
’Where there is real
—I am not yet about to die ; I know I am not ; on this text,
After this lie was harassed at times, with the emn assembly,who are of thee,to whom the re brotherly love in exercise, we shall look upon
I feel that I am not yet ready.” “Dear sir,” I
said “and what is wanting !” He replied in a most acute pains, all of which he endured with proach of it was a burden. Behold, at that the least of Christ’s disciples as dearer to him
very slow and serious manner; “Greater humili 'uniform patience and unusual gentleness.— time I will undo all that afHict thee; and I will than the apple of his eye; and as we love him,
ation—moi e simple affiance—and more entire Once indeed, when he expressed his surprise save her that halteth and gather her that was we cannot offend any of those little ones who
surrender.” I ventured to say ; “Well sir,” He that he should be so long in dying, I quoted driven out; and I will them praise and fame in hear his image, and to offend whom would bring
will make all perfect.” “Yes,” he replied, these texts; ‘I will wait all my appointed time.’ every land where they have been put to shame. upon us a morefearful punishment than it a mill
were
“that He will.” After a short pause he pro 'He will make all thy bed in thy sickness.’— At that time I will bring you again, even in the stone were hanged about our neck, and
ceeded: “And my body is not yet sufficiently ‘Let patience have her perfect work, that ye time that I gather you; for I will make you a cast into the sea.
Ilow great must be the happiness of heaven.__
reduced to allow my soul to depart. J know as may be perfect and entire, lacking nothing:” name and a praise among all the people of the
suredly that I shall not die just yet; you are all and then one of his own expressions, ‘All is or earth, when I turn hack your captivity before There love reigns in every breast. All tile in
habitants are baptized into this holy feeling__
disappointing yourselves if you expect that dered in infinite wisdom and unbounded love.’ your eyes saith the Lord.’
now. My bodily vigour is very great, and I He immediately replied, in a verj affecting and
And having read it, ask whether we should There are they day and night before the throne
feel that there is yet much to be done, before striking way, “And that is quite sufficient for not rise to this mind? Can we hope for God’s of the God of love; with Jesus, who is the
my soul can depart. Fie lived after this for more me.” His pain after this, was so violent at times blessing on our own souls when we have so lit brightness of his Father’s glory, and the ex
that we did not venture to obtrude upon him tle regard for the souls of his most dear people press image of his person; and of his fullness
than three weeks.
Nothing could exceed the calmness and dig any remarks of our own, and he was hourly be and so little resemblance in ourselves to him re they all receive; and drink in everlasting
draughts of love. There the wicked cease from
nity both of his spirit and manner. As we coming too weak to articulate any thing beyond specting them ?
were afraid of exhausting him, we all left the a few short words. The last words I addressed
I say no more ! May God speak to all of you troubling and the weary are at rest. There is
room. There had been present a larger num to him were on Friday night, Nov. 11; his hands with thunder and with love; and may my dying no clashing of interests, no selfishness, or pride,
ber of persons than usual, arising from a cir were extended on the bed, his eyes closed, and hour be a source of life to God’s interest among or envy, or unhallowed ambition; no turmoil, or
cumstance which it is but right to explain. His his head supported on one side by pillows. 1 you all, both in this place and throughout the strife, or divisions; no discords, and no want
of harmony, in the lofty music of heaven.—
nurses, apprehending that he was on the very gently took his withered hand in mine, and world.”
There all hearts beat in unison, and all its songs
point of death, had suddenly called me in; and then solemnly pronounced the benediction;—
are songs of love. Its trees are trees of life;
upon my hastening to his side, I was followed “The Lord bless thee, and keep thee; the Lord
CHRISTIAN LOVE.
its rivers, rivers of joy; its bowers, bowers of
by two of his friends who had just arrived, and make his face to shine upon ihee and be gra
Oh ! what
Christianity, like its Li-avenly Author, is love. bliss; its air balmy with peace.
his tluee seivants. These were all who were cious unto thee; the Lord lift up his counte
present. But not exactly perceiving who were nance upon thee, and give thee peace.” He In the beautiful language of another, “Jesus blissful regions those, where there is fullness of
CONDUCTED B»

in the room, and not knowing that they were
there merely by accident; lie soon after sent
for me, and in a very serious and affecting man
ner expressed his deep disapprobation of what
he had seen; telling me that we were all wrong,
adding, “You want to see what is called a dy
ing scene. That I abhor from my inmost soul.
I wish to be alone with my God, and to lie be
fore him as a poor, wretched hell-deserving
sinner;...[then very slowly] but I would also
look to him as my all-forgiving God—and as my
all-sufficient God—and as my all-atoning God
—and as my covenant-keeping God. There I
would lie before him as the vilest of the vile,
and the lowest of the low, and the poorest of
the poor. Now this is what I have to say ; 1
wish to be alone—don’t let people come round
to get up a scene. ’
He was evidently very much hurt at the
thought of even his friends coming round to
disturb-the privacy which he always wished for
in his dying hour. This was confirmed by al
most his first remarks to me the next morning.
“Now I was much hurt,” he said, “at the scene
last night; a scene! adeath bed scene I abhor
from my inmost soul. No!” he continued, smit
ing three times slowly upon his breast, “No ! 1
am, I know, the chief of sinners; and I hope
for nothing but the mercy of God, through
Christ Jesus to life eternal: and I shall be, if not
the greatest monument of God’s mercy in hea
ven,yet the very next to it for I know of none
greater.” Then after a short pause he added:
“And if we are to bring the matter to a point,
it lies in a nut shell, and it is here: I look, as the
chief of sinners, for the mercy of God in Christ
Jesus to life eternal...[[Then, very deliberate
ly, [] And I lie adoring the sovereignty of God,
of
, in choosing
. .
- , such an ,one—and the . mercy
,
i God ,nr pardoning such an one—and the pat.

NO. 17.
joy and pleasures forevermore; where the God
of love makes the brightest manifestations of
his glory, holy angels worship with rapturous
delight, and the church of the first born
unceasingly glow with fervid emotions of
love :
“Love is the golden chain that binds
The happy souls above,
And he’s an heir of heaven who finds
Iiis bosom glow with love.”

Whose aspirations do not reach after that
dwelling-place of love, that holy, happy land,
where there will be no more sin, no more curse
nor pain, nor sorrow, nor tears, nor death?—
Rev. J. H. Agnew.
DISTINCTION OF CA’STE ABOLISHED IN
THE ENGLISH CHURCH IN INDIA.

It may not perhaps be generally known that the
strange anomaly,which so long and so universally
prevailed in Hindoostan, termed caste, has been
allowed till lately to remain in force among the
natives, even after their admission to the Epis
copal Church. The singular spectacle was thus
presented, of a Church of Christ, consisting of
different classes, each of which deemed it abso
lute pollution to mingle with the others. Flow
extensively and inveterately their heathen no
tions were retained, will be best seen from some
of the modes in which they were manifested.
At Divine Service, the different castes sat on
separate mats, on different sides of the church,
which they entered by different doors. At the
Lord's Supper they advanced to the altar at
different times, and had different eups, or the
catechists contrived to change them, before the
lower castes partook; even the missionaries
were persuaded to wait till all had partaken.—
They had'separate places of burial in the grave
yard, and in funerals, the heathen observances
were in many respects observed.
In the domestic circle, the wife was not per
mitted to sit and eat with her husband, but was
treated as Iiis slave, or rather as a part of his
goods and chattels; in church also she never
sat with him. Marriage between different castes
was not alliwed. Though immoral connections
and indecent festivals were connived at; and a
native Christian would marry his daughter to a
heathen of his own caste, in preference to a
Christian of a lower cast. The Christian would
put away a Christian wife when she no longer
pleased him, and take another—a heathen. The
bad effects of going to church in mourning
were prevented by resorting to magic, and by
the employment of tomtoms and heathenish
ceremonies, immediately after leaving the church
—their children had heathen as well as Chris
tian names; and these names were often those
of the idols.
As respects their Social Relations, they re
garded themselves as beings of a higher race :
and the inferior class they looked upon as their
born and predestined slaves. They would nei
ther drink from the same well, nor live in the
same street, nor eat food from the same vessel;
hut broke every earthen vessel which a Pari had
touched, as defiled. They would not receive
the holy water of the Ganges from the hands ot
a Pari, even to save their lives, since the slight
est contact with him rendered them unclean.—
The native Christians who retained caste, at
tended the most abominable heathen festpals,
paid honor to idols, and had their sick exorcised
by the Brahmins.
'Vho foundation of these laws of casts was laid
in the Shasters or sacred books of the Hindoos.
These books decided all points; their courts for
the trial of matters connected with caste, were
directed by the Shasters: these courts were
sometimes held m Christian churches; and by
their decisions the condemned Christian was ex
cluded from the Lord’s Supper.
To sum up the whole the worst vagabond, the
ragged, drunken beggar, or thief, might treat
the most pious, learned, and estimable man,
even if he sustained the office of catechist with
contempt, il lie only was of a lower caste—and
all this was unchangeable from generation to
generation.
Had not these details proceeded from Bishop
Wilson himself, the existence of such a state of
things in a Christian Church would be deemed
almost incredible. That it was ever allowed,
arose Pom a mistaken idea of the early Ger
man and English missionaries, that caste was
merely a civil institution, and therefore "should
not he meddled with hv the Church. They
overlooked the fact that the whole institution
was so intimately connected with the religious
notions of Indian heathenism,that ooth must fall
together, and that if one was suffered to remain,
the other would unavoidably continue. And so
in fact it has been. Between one hundred and
sixty and one hundred and seventy relapses to
heathenism took place in a single year, and in
the opinion of Archdeacon Robinson, of Mad
ras, expressed in his report to the Bishop of
Calcutta, more than half the Church had be
come heathens. The German Lutheran mis
sion too, from the same cause, seems to he near
extinction.
In view of these alarming facts, Bishop Wil
son, about two years since, issued a decisive or
der on the subject, as much distinguished for
energy as for wisdom and prudence. “ 1 he ex
istence of caste, as respects religion,” he says,
“must cease, or we had better abandon our
missions at once.
Its connection with the do
mestic i eation he allows to remain untouched,
leaving it to be destroyed by the gradual effects
of Christianity, “although” as he says, “/
might have done well, like the apostle, to re
quire a full renunciation of all the heathen cus
toms.”
It only remains to mention the results, thus
far of the measures thus wisely adopted. No
opposition was experienced, of course, from the
clergy and officers of the church; on the con
trary, their cordial approval and cooperation
was given. Nor did the orders of the Bishop
meet with as much opposition from the native
Christians as was feared. A small portion ot
decided Christians was found at every station.
New converts were admitted to Baptism, and
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catechumens to confirmation, only on these con
ditions. The congregations, too, have more re
ligious instruction than formerly, since the num
ber of European teachers has been increased.
At the end of the year 1835, there were ten.—
The appointment of the well known friend of
Missions, Corrie, late Archdeacon at Calcutta,
as Bishop of Madras, is a favorable omen for
the extension of the kingdom of God in South
ern Ilindostan.
So true is it, that sooner or later the Gospel
of Christ will abolish all distinctions of caste,
the world over: and that the day is drawing
near, when the great fact will be universally
recognized, that God hath made of one blood
all nations and classes of men.—Religious In
telligencer.
AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY.
Extract of a letter from the Rev. J. C. Brigham, dated
Lexington Ky. Nov. 23, 1836.

On Saturday evening Oct. 29, I attended the
annual meeting of the Cincinnati Young Men’s
Bible Society. This Society was formed near
ly two years since, and has celebrated one anni
versary before, but as no copy of its first report
was sent us, I knew little of its character and
doings. I found the Society in a far more
healthful and vigorous condition than I had sup
posed. It lias a good stock of books on hand,
nearly $1500 worth, has them in a conspicuous
depository,with a sign over the door, and a gen
tleman employed to execute orders when pre
sented. The young men have performed one
act the past year which deserves high commen
dation. They have undertaken to furnish the
cabin of every steam boat, visiting Cincinna ti
with an elegant copy of our royal octavo Bible.
No less than one hundred and fifty-two boats
have thus been furnished with this sacred deposite. Enter any cabin and your eye is greet
ed with the sight of a beautiful Bible, with the
name of the boat in gilt letters on the cover. I
know not how many religious men and women
I have heard speak with gratitude of these Bi
bles, which had cheered their morning and
evening hours as they were gliding down the
Ohio. An aged Clergyman remarked, that on
entering one of these boats amid a crowd of
strangers and unexpectedly meeting the word of
God, he was reminded of the Divine omnipres
ence and involuntarily began to repeat from the
Psalms, (,If I ascend up into heaven, behold
thou art there,” &c. The Bible is indeed a
memento of the prefence of God, and should
be in every boat and vessel which floats on our
waters. It would restrain many a swearer and
gladden the hearts of many to whom this book
is always a welcome companion. I will add in
this place, that such a copy of the Bible should
be in the reading-room of every hotel. I found
it in a few, and saw that it was read and valued
by many a traveler.
’ At Louisville, Ky. I spent several days.—
Here we had once a flourishing auxiliary.—
From this point many a Bible has gone forth to
the destitute. Of late, from various causes,
the Society has become inactive and well nigh
extinct. I was happy to find, however, that a
love for the Bible cause still remained. All felt
that something must be done. A preliminary
meeting for counsel was agreed on. Notice was
widely given. All denominations were invited,
and most of them united. Several addresses
were delivered. An encouraging letter from
Bishop Smith was read, a constitution for anew
Society was submitted and adopted, and a sub
scription opened for the purpose of establish
ing a depository of Bibles and Testaments.—
Tliis Society is called the “Bible Society of
Louisville and vic’nity.” Its object is to furnish
the Scriptures to the inhabitants of Lou'sville
city, to those of Jefferson county, and to sever
al of the surrounding counties, whose trade and
business is with this growing city,
At Lexington I spent several pleasant and I
trust useful days. Here you will remember we
have three societies, a Female Bible Society, a
County Society, and the remnant of a State
Society. The latter has a large supply of books
on hand, but is not happily organized. After
assembling the officers and directors of the
latter Society as well as that of the county, it
appeared obvious to all that both of these So
cieties might be advantageously dissolved and a
new Society formed for “Lexington and vicini
ty.” A public meeting was therefore called for
the purpose of a new organization. A good
number of Episcopalians, Baptists, Methodists,
and Presbyterians attended. The meeting was
addressed by Bishop Smith and myself. A
new constitution was adopted and a subscription
opened for membership and for means to estab
lish a depository. All contributors were al
lowed to purchase books at cost price, and those
whose contributions amounted to twenty dol
lars (as was also the case at Louisville) were al
lowed to receive back half the amount of what
they contributed in Bibles or Testaments.—
Among the officers and managers I was gratified
to see members of all the denominations named
above, harmoniously united in the establishment
of this new Society. The Rev. Dr. Fishback
of the Baptist Church, the Rev. Mr. Stevenson
of the Methodist churchy and the Rev. Mr.
Winthrop of the Episcopal church, belong to
the Executive Committee.
From the Missionary Register.
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY.
Contrast of Former Scarcity and Present Abundance of
Bibles..

About 1500 years ago, the Emperor Constantine addressed a Letter, which is preserved by
Eusebius in his Life of that Emperor. It was
addressed, indeed, to Eusebius himself, and re
quired him to select some well-qualified scribes
and employ them in preparing, elegantly writ
ten and handsomely put together, Fifty Copies
of the Sacred Writings, of which the Emperor
speaks with great reverence. The word w hich
be uses leads us to suppose that they were to
be made portable copies; for he speaks of the
grouping together of the parchments into three
or four, making what we should call quarto or
octavo volumes; so that this mode was then
come into use. ihese Fifty Copies,were to be
completed and brought to the Emperor: and it
appears, from a single sentence in the Letter
that they were intended to be placed in Church
es. Now, though we cannot but admire the mu
nificence and apparently pious spirit which dic
tated that command, how ought it to excite our
thankfulness, that we live in a different day, ar.d
sec different things! Every one of us would

have joined in thanks to the Emperor, for his
care for the instruction of a part of his subjects
but what thanks do we not owe, under God, to
those who conduct your affairs, that now if 1
am not greatly in error, about as many copies
go forth from your Central Depot, in every
twenty minutes of lime throughout the year;—
as many copies issue from your centre to go in
to the world every twenty minutes as the Head
of the Roman Empire, with all this expense and
munificence, was able to provide for a part of
his subjects!
[Bev. J. Pye Smith, D. I).—in Sr. §• Fori Sib. Soc. An.
PRESENT STATE OP GREENLAND.

From a friend who has paid particular atten
tion to the subject, we have obtained the fol
lowing account of the present condition of
Greenland. Who can compare the degraded
state of this people as they were a century since
with their condition at present, without feeling
that the Gospel of Christ is indeed “the power
of God unto salvation;”* and that, not merely
from eternal death, but from the lowest debase
ment and the grossest crime? The Gospel has
not yet done its perfect work among them, it is
allowed; much remains to be changed, much
to be improved; but it has abundantly manifes
ted its tendency to produce that seeking for
“glory and honor and immortality” which alone
is consistent with the true nobleness of man.—
Nat. Int.
Religion is generally introduced along the
western coast, There are four stations, which
embrace in all 1800 Greenlanders. Most of
these have the Christian ordinances administer
ed to them by the Missionaries. By means of
schools education has become general. Most
of those in the older stations can read and
write. Literature, they have none except what
is contained in the Bible. All the New Testa
ment and part of the Old has been translated
into the native tongue. The New Testament
was printed ten years ago by the British and
Foreign Bible Society, and is now generally
circulated among them to the great joy of the
Greenland converts. Native assistants of both
sexes are employed as teachers. The effects of
preaching the Gospel upon the moral and so
cial habits of the Greenlanders havebeen cheer
ing and happy. Superstition, sorcery, licenti
ousness and cruelty, have almost entirely dis
appeared, and so far as is eompatable with their
peculiar condition,they are civilized. The mind
of the Greenlander has been cultivated, his
heart sanctified and softened, though his mode
of life is still rude, and his habits greatly at va
riance with our ideas of comfort and conveni
ence. In short, it may be said with truth of
this once barbarous people, that “unto them
the grace of God that bringeth salvation, hath
appeared, teaching them that denying ungodli
ness and worldly lust, they should live soberly,
righteously and godly in this present evil world
looking for that blessed hope and glorious ap
pearing of the great God and our Saviour
Jesus Christ.”
In 1833, there were in Greenland, four sta
tions, and sixteen missionaries nine of whom
were married; 1808 converts, and 830 communi
cants. 1800 dollars is given annually to sup
port the stations'—
From the Western Presbyterian Herald.
SIR WALTER RALEIGH.

I have seen the very autograph of a piece of
poetry written by the famous Sir Walter Ra
leigh, the night before ho was beheaded, enti
tled ‘‘Lines written by me the last night I liv
ed,” and signed with his name : and as they
sufficiently refute Hume’s assertion, that he was
a Free-thinker, or Infidel, I will give them to
you:
Such is this life, it takes in trust
Our youths, our joys, and all we have.
And pays us hut in earth and dust—
In the cold, dark and silent grave.
When we have numbered all our ways,
Cuts off the story of our days—
Yet from this earth, this grave and dust,
The Lord shall raise me up I trust.
Walter Rai.eigh.

We see that he expressed a firm confidence
in the resurrection, at which Infidels have ever
mocked.
S. G. W.

MISSIONARY.
From the Missionary Register .
PRAYER BOOK AND HOMILY SOCIETY.
TWENTY-FOURTH REPORT.

Issue ofi Boohs and Tracts.—The issue of
Books during the Year has been as follows ;—
Prayer-Books, Psalters, Books, of Homilies
bound, 16,015: Homilies, and Festival Servi
ces, and Articles of Religion, as Tracts, 114,272—exceeding the issue of the former year
by 2768 Bound Books, and 32,012 Tracts ; and
making a total issue, from the commencement
of the Society, of Bound Books 309,417, and of
Tracts 1,937,259.
Visits io Ships in the Port of London.
The total number of Ships visited and revis
ited during the past year, in the London River
and Docks, amounts to 3019: of these, 838 have
been spoken with particularly, and supplied
with books. The Commanders of 82 of these
vessels regularly hold Divine Worship on Board
when the Sabbath is spent at sea; 123 attend
to this duty occasionally;and 633 entirely neg
lect it.
The Agent has been much encouraged in bis
labours, by several merchants; who have taken
considerable interest in their ships being visited
and supplied with Prayer-Books and Homilies,
that their captains and men may be assisted in
their religious duties of prayer and instruction
during their voyages.
Evidences of Benefit to Seamen.
At one of the out-ports, the Agent was in
formed, on visiting a vessel lately returned from
a long voyage, and in which Divine Worship is
regularly held, that two men out of the crew
have, through the blessing of God, been saving
ly converted from the error of their ways by the
use of our admirable Service—one of whom has
entered into rest, giving convincing proofs that
he fell asleep in Jesus.
At another port, the Agent writes—
I am always well received on board those
ships where the Lord has given to the captain
and crews the desire to pray. In one or two
instances, among the cgptains professing W esleyau Methodism, I have been told, that if they
hud not the Church-of-England Prayer-Book on
board, they should very soon have no prayer
at all among their crews; they had tried extem

pore prayer, but had found the sailors become
more inattentive than when books were put into
their hands.
I have had the satisfaction of visiting a ship’s
company this day, where the crew, 22 in num
ber, who have been two voyages in the same
ship to China, have told their captain that they
would wait three months, till the ship should be
again ready for sea, before they would go on
board any other, although nine ships are wait
ing ready for sea, and cannot get seamen—such
is their attachment to their captain, and the
means of Grace which he holds on board.
Another highly-valued friend and correspon
dent writes—
Having now visited the vessels for your Socie
ty for some years, I can speak to the good ef
fect of its agency. It is surprising to see what
it has done. The roughness of the seamen has
subsided into calm and thankful attention;and
the number of vessels having prayers on board
and that also of the captains who freely acknow
ledge it is as a duty which they ought to per
form, is wonderfully augmented, lhe calm,
friendly, forbearing conduct of those who have
gone among them has worked its way to their
hearts; and they are now received invariably as
friends, if their counsel fails of its effect. To
see the change also in the pilots—it is marvel
lous! Instead of scorn—perhaps abuse, and
winking it one another—they listen with the
greatest attention, and with a solemn expres
sion of countenance.
With reference, then, to this part of the So
ciety’s labours, your Committee think that they
are justified in saying, that a great change has
taken, and is taking place in the character of
Seamen; and that your Society has been one of
the instruments, which the Lord has employed
for producing that change.
Acceptableness ofi Homily Tracts.
A Clergyman in the North, in whose parish
the plan of lending the Homily Tracts has been
adopted, writes—
The Homilies are already' in circulation from
my Lending Library in the Vestry of my
Church; they are eagerly sought for, and read
with interest, by the colliers : and indeed by
many other of my parishioners,who have scarce
ly known, hitherto, of such writings belonging
to our Church. I do hail the introduction of
these Homilies into my parish: for besides their
evangelical doctrines, they are couched in a
style so simple, and so fit to enlighten the igno
rant generally, that they are especially useful
here.
The habits and character of the pitmen are
very much improved, of late years. From the
hours during which they work, they are difficult
to reach; many of them go down the pits in the
evening—work all night—allowing, in the next
day, barely sufficient time for sleep and refresh
ment. But I have no doubt your Homilies will
be conveyed down into those subterranean
abodes; and be there read, by the light of the
“Davy Safety Lamp,” during the short intervals
of work. May they be the means of enlighten
ing the spiritual darkness of many!—setting
forth, as they do, that Word which is as a lan
tern to the feet, and a lamp unto the way of all
that are seeding the things which are above.
Another Clergyman, who has adopted the
method of circulating the Homilies, writes—
The Homily Tracts are taken around in the
country near the village, by thirteen members
of my congregation. One person lends with ex
ceeding ardour; he has been gradually increas
ing bis number until he has arrived at 50 : he
had in his hand a few days ago, when he called
upon me, the Twenty-first Homily, which had
been returned to him; and he found these words
written in the margin—“Blessed be this, and
the man that left it here! The Lord preserve
our souls, and keep them in secret prayer!”—
seemed much encouraged by observing it, but
could not tell who was the writer.
A valued correspondent writes—
The Homily Tracts are estimated here as
highly as at other places; and to the idea that
they would not understand them, they say “just
the reverse.”
I heard the people in the alms-houses yester
day express how much more confidence they
had in them, than in narrative reading; the
truth of which they could not depend upon; and
a trades-person, on reading them, immediately
found out what a defence she should have
against the Socinians, who annoyed her much
with explaining the Scriptures to her in their
own way.
A small farmer, a pious Churchman and ad
vanced Christian, who spent much time in read
ing the best religion books which a well-stored
parish library supplied, bought one of your
Books of Homilies, as provision for a foreign
land — (he was preparing to go to America with
his ten children.) His observation was, “There
is nothing that beats the Homilies;” and shook
his head at the idea of their not being under
stood, and said, “Nothing can be plainer.”
Notices ofi Foreign Proceedings.
The Prayer- Book in Polish, translated by the
Rev. Dr. Gerlach, is passing through the press.
A reprint has been made of the Society’s Span
ish Prayer-Book, the former edition having been
exhausted. Editions of a new selection of the
Collects and Prayers in French, and also of a
selection in Dutch, have been published.
The Society maintains correspondence with
several similar Institutions in the United States,
A New Society, of much promise, has been
formed in Philadelphia; which takes its name
from the senior Bishop of the Episcopal Church
lately called to his eternal rest—“Bishop White
Prayer-Book Society.”
The Liturgy a Bulwark ofi the Reformation.
At a period when the Religious World pre
sents to view a troubled sea of unsetled opinions
conflicting thought, deserted standards—fana
ticism and enthusiasm warring with sober truth
and holy practice—old errors fiercely contend
ing for re-admission to the faith of men—meta
physical notions entrenching on long fixed sen
timents—and the Christian Mind driven to and
fro, often almost reckless as to reaching the ha
ven of eternal rest, or even to the very exis
tcnce of such a haven—under such circumstan
ces, we have to thank God that the Prayer
Book has been, and continues to he, under Him
the sheet-anchor of the Church; which though
she may have felt the swellings ofthe billows as
they rose and fell, and the force of the tempest
which has swept across her, is still safe—riding
out the 6torm, which has spread such wide des
olations among the Sister Churches of the Re
formation. Within her pale, the great princi

equal or nearly equal white population with K---- F
ples of that event still flourish; evincing the su of
tueky.”
Ikeu
perior wisdom of the English Reformers in es
tablishing a Liturgy as the bulwark ofthe Re
The last New-York Observer contains some in
formed Religion.
teresting extracts from the Journal of a German
MISSION TO AFRICA.
Christian whose name is not-given. He travelled
The evidence of increasing interest in this through Sardinia, Switzerland, and the east of
Mission will be highly gratifying to the Church.
France. We transfer a portion of the article to
The Missionaries now waiting for the spring ex
our
columns. The first extract shows clearly what
pedition, to Embark for Cape Palmas, have been
diligently employed in visiting many ofthe par is the state of feeling in some portions of the Ro
ishes of Maryland and Virginia, in order per man Catholic Church abroad, in regard to the read
sonally to present the subject of African Mis
sions. And when it is recollected that much ing and circulation of the sacred Scriptures. Can
of their course has hitherto been through the that system of religion be true which can be sus
smaller parishes, the receipt of about $2000 tained only by shutting out the light of Heaven, by
by Mr. Minor, in Virginia, and more than $900 prohibiting the free and unrestrained use of that
by Mr. Payne, in Maryland, is most encourag
very book upon which the system is professedly
ing evidence that the cause of Africa is coming
near to many hearts, and that the Church will founded ?

The Grand Carthusian Monastery.
From Geneva I entered the arch-catholic Savoy. Im
posing and magnificent as nature here is, the state of the
inhabitants is sad and deplorable. The Jesuits exert abso
lute dominion, and stifle all seeds of truth with so much
care that it is impossible to form an idea of the wretched
ignorance of the people in spiritual things. On the fron
tiers of Savoy, my trunk was searched with inquisitorial
rigor, and especially to see if I had not religious books—
My Greek Testament fell into the hands of the custom
house officers. “W hat is this, they asked with a sour look.
“Gentlemen,” I replied, “it is a Greek book.” This re
ply seemed sufficien t. But a moment after, they found
TIIE REV W. J. BOONE APPOINTED TO
CHINA.
some copies of an English Prospectus for a school, which
Since our abstract was put to press, the For had been given me by my friends to distribute. Without
eign Committee, at their meeting on the 17th, asking me what they were, they thought they had found a
appointed Mr. Boone Missionary to China. The prize, and took the parcel to the inspector, gratified to have
qualifications of Mr. B. are so peculiarly adapt confiscated as they supposed, some religious or political
ed for this field, that the Committee, after a pamphlets. Happily the inspector knew a little English,
long and prayerful consideration, have acceded and restored me the harmless publication.
to his ardent wish to labor among the Chinese.
I then proceeded towards Mont Blanc, majestic moun
Mr. Boone is known to many who will rejoice tain, the highest in Europe, covered with eternal snows,
in this accession to the China Mission. He is and when I found myself before this great monument of
from the Diocese of South Carolina, and after
the Almighty’s power, my eyes could not keep from look
passing through the Seminary at Alexandria,
ing at it. More than once, in glancing from the summit
entered upon the study of medicine to prepare
himself for his expected labors. Fie is soon to to the foot of this queen of mountains, I felt urged to
receive the degree of M. D., and will be prepar fall on my knees to adore Him who laid the foundations of
ed to embark in May or June. On entering the enormous pile.
One night, while the last rays of the sun gilded the top
upon such a service, he looks for the prayers of
the Church, and we feel that he will not look in of the mountain, I was seated upon a stone in the valley,
vain. If ever the Missionary cause demanded wrapped in contemplation of the wonderful scene, and re
of its friends to retire to the closet, and there flecting on the unhappy cor.dition of the inhabitants of the
remember whence alone their help can come, it country. All at once, a young woman approached me and
is now in the case of China. God has said at offered me some small chrystals. I replied, that I did not
the name of Jesus every knee shall bow. An wish to purchase.
earthly monarch has now declared that faith in
“ Fake them,” she said in a friendly manner, “I ask no
Jesus is forbidden under the severest punish thing for them. ”
ment. The Christian cannot long doubt who
The tone of her voice touched me, and I said to her,
shall triumph, but God, we may fee! assured, pointing with my ha id to Mont Blanc, “What a majestic
will be inquired of in this thing. The promise sight ?’
is to Christ and his Church.— He shall not fail
“Oh yes,” she replied with animation.
nor be discouraged till he have set judgment in the
“But do you know,” 1 continued, “Him who made all
earth. The Christian Church in prayer can
these things?”
open China, for God will then be with her.—“It is God, the Lord,” said she smiling.
Spirit of Missions,
“Do you know then God the Lord?”
“What do you mean ?” she replied impatiently.
O
“I ask you, if you know that the same God who created
this mountain, is also your God, your Master, that he sup
GAMBIER, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 1837.
ports you and takes care of you?
“Yes doubtless God takes care of me. ”
Clerical Change.—The Rev. Erastus Burr has
“Well ; but I know a more wonderful work of God than
resigned the charge of St. John's Church, Worth this mountain.”
ington, in this Diocese.
“You have probably travelled extensively.”
“It was not in my journeys that I found the wonderful
Our correspondent G. will perceive from the last work I now speak of; I saw it in my chamber while read
two Episcopal Recorders which have come to hand, ing the Holy Scriptures.”
“What is it?” she asked with surprise.
that since his communication was written, the ar
“The greatest wonder in the world,” I replied! “it is
ticle upon which he animadverts has arrested the
that Jesus Christ came into the world to save sinners.’
attention of a correspondent of that paper. The
Then I explained to her the truths of salvation, and
subject upon which our correspondent remarks is tears flowed freely from the woman’s eyes. We conversed
certainly one of fundamental importance in the thus till night had wrapped all nature in her mantle. On
Christian system ; it is indeed as Luther long ago leaving this poor woman, I urged her, and she promised
me never to forget the Lord Jesus, but to pray to him
said, “articulus stantis et cadentis eccleske.”
We feel greatly obliged to our correspondent for without ceasing.
Some days after, we reached tlie convent of St. Bernard
calling the attention of the readers of the Observ the highest spot inhabited by man, on our continent. This
er to the subject.
ancient monastery is situated in an extremely wild country
where nothing is seen but snow and ice even in the middle
When we wrote the remarks which appeared in
of summer. Twelve monks live there, who are very hos
our last, under the head of “ Mistake corrected,” pitable to travellers.
I was in company with two German friends. We had
we were not aware that the error to which we re
ferred had been noticed by any other writer. Af left our baggage in the valley, and among the rest our New
Testaments in which we were accustomed to read a chap
ter the publication of our paper, our attention was
ter, morning and night. One of us therefore went to a
called by a friend to some editorial remarks of a monk, and asked him to lend us a Bible.
“We have no Bible,” replied the monk, looking down.
similar character on the same subject in the “Chro
“How? no Bible in the whole convent?” said my
nicle of the Church.”
friend.
“We have a Bible in the library,” said the monk, again
Transylvania University, Lexington (Ky.) ac
cording to the Catalogue recently published, con looking down: “but we cannot make use of it, for ourselves
or others, without leave of the prior.”
tains 360 Students, viz :—In Morrison College,
We pressed our request and he at last gave us the Bible
(classical department of the University) 62—Law secretly. This surprized us much, but we soon learnt the
Department, 56—Medical Department, 242—To cause of this interdiction of the Bible. About twelve
tal, 360. They are under the direction of 15 offi years ago, a pious English family came to the convent, and
cers of instruction, viz :—6 in the Medical Depart conversed upon the gospel with one of the monks. The
ment; 3 in the Department of Law’ ; 4 in the Col monk sought for the Bible, read it attentively, and prayer
legiate Department and 2 in the Preparatory School. fully, and five-years after, left the convent and joined the
Protestant church. We prayed fervently, after reading a
The Rev. Thomas W. Coit, D. D., of the Episco
portion of the Bible, that the Lord would cause this Holy
pal Church, is President of the University.
Book to come into the hands of a man to whom it might
be the means of salvation.

be sustained, and her Missionaries encouraged
in this Mission. We have made but a beginning
and from the indications already given of a
prayerful spirit, there is no doubt but the hearts
of many others will be stirred up to become la
borers in the work of evangelizing Africa. To
claim this, however, the Church must be thank
ful for what God is now doing. This Mission
and its branches is intended by the coming
spring to embrace six or seven individuals, in
volving an expense which cannot be less than
4 or $5000 per annum.—Spirit of Missions.

THE

BSERVER.

The Rev. Edward Robinson, D. D. late editor of
the Biblical Repository, has been appointed Profesfor of Biblical Literature in the New-Ycrk (Pres
byterian) Theological Seminary. This Institution,
which is under the patronage of the ‘New School,’
as it is called, in the Presbyterian Church, is now
in successful operation under the instruction of six
Professore.

Homicide.—Bishop Smith has lately published in
the Lexington, (Ky.) Intelligencer, Thoughts on
the frequency of Homicide in the State of Ken
tucky. In the course of his remarks he makes the
following statement :—
“The writer has never conversed with a travelled and
enlightened European or Eastern man who has not express
ed the most undisguised horror at the frequency of homi
cide and murder, within our hounds, and the ease with
which the homicide escapes punishment.’’
“It is believed that such a register of crime amongst a
people professing the Protestant religion and speaking the
English language, is not to be found with regard to any
three quarters of a million of people, since the downfall
of the feudal system.
Compared with the records of
crime in Scotland or the Eastern States, the results are ab
solutely shocking! It is believed there are more homi
cides on an average of two years, in any of our more popu
lous counties, than in the whole of several of our States

Savoy.— The Convent of St. Bernard.
I next turned my steps towards France, and the first
night which I passed in this country was so remarkable as
to deserve a notice in my narrative.
1 traversed on foot the mountains which separate Savoy
from France, and while journeying alone, at night, over
these steep summits,I perceived across the rocks extensive
buildings, and tliought I beard tire sound of monotonous
singing. It was the grand Carthusian convent, the most re,
markable in all France. I had seen, when a child, an en
graving, representing the monks occupied in diggiUo ^elt
ditches, and I knew that they observed perpetual silenCC‘
I was now on the point of entering one of these convents.
I knocked at the great gate, and a monk opened itseemed surprised to see a stranger, and when I asked f°r
a night’s lodging, he made me wait till he had consulted the
prior. Some minutes after he returned and led me in si
lence into a large paved room: then ho placed before me,
still without saying a word, bread, wine and eggs; he
kindled a great fire in the chimney, (for on these heights
it is always cold) and left me alone. Afterwards he show
ed me my cell, a small chamber, in which stood a bed, a
chair, a little altar and upon it a crucifix and-a vessel of ho
ly water. The moon cast a pale light through the antique
window. Such wasroyentranceintoFrar.ee.
Many thoughts occupied my mind in this solitary cell.—

GAMBIER OBSERVER.
I was surprised rather than pleased with the excessive ri nanced,by the way, by the fact that they are never ernment which we approve,cye the means of much
were captured on the 27th ult. A detachment fell in with
gidity of these monks, who deny themselves all intercourse once quoted or alluded to by either of these writ good, and bring forth the fruits of righteousness, XU 9, UT 21, WIJ 12, AT 43, BT 44, VT 21, GT 10. a party of Indians and Negroes who fled into the big Cy
press
Swamp, an impenetrable morass. They were pur
ZT 2.3, JT 20, AV 31, XT 0, BU 25, CU 26, NT 24,
with theii fellows. What a singular people are the French. ers.) If the standards of our church are not plain often in rich abundance: whereas no ecclesiastical DT 43, HV 12, FV 11, QT 7, RT 7, WT 25, MV 27, sued by a party of marines, under Col. Henderson; and a
They are always plunging into extremes, and whether they and unequivocal on this point, they had better be constitution can produce such effects, without or EU 19, FU 5, GU 34, HU 20, QV 7, IU8, JU 10, KU 6, number of Creek Indians: a skirmish ensued which result
ed in our losing 2 marines killed and 3 wounded: the ene
adopt one extravagance or another it is equally remote fiom abandoned at once, as “ darkening counsel by thodoxy of sentiment. Above all, do not our own MU 42, NU 30, PU 18, PV 3, PW 4.
my lost 2 killed. They were pursued until dark, when
the simple truths of the gospel. This extraordinary peo words without knowledge.” The doctrine was Articles consider sound doctrine an essential con
the party returned to Head Quarters,’having captured from
DIED,
ple always lean to the right or to the left; while in the one upon which the English Reformers thought and stituent of a church, and by the collocation of the
30 to 46 Indian Negroes, men, women and children---Oil Friday morning last, in this place, Bloomfield About 100 Ponies, 50 of which were laden with packs: and
valley below earthly passions and vanities are indulged wrote and disputed much. Here Gardener with all words employed, give it the very first place in point
without restraint, here on the summit ot the mountain a his subtlety withstood Crannier and his colleagues of dignity. In the nineteenth article, we are told Henry McIlvaine, second son of Rt. Rev. Charles P. 1400 head ofCattle; were taken on the 17th ami 28th ult.
From the declarations of prisoners it was believed that
deep apathy and a death like silence reign throughout the to the very last, long indeed aftur he had ceased op that “the visible church of Christ is a congregation and Emily McIlvaine, aged 10 years 6 months and a half. the Indians were desirous of peace, upon the terms of the
position
on
other
points.
Close
and
protracted
stu

of
faithful
men,
in
which
the/ntre
tvord
of
God
is
For some time before his death, this amiable youth gave late Treaty. One of them was despatched with a mes
convent. The monks punish their flesh to complete ex
haustion: they deprive themselves of necessary sleep; they dy of the doctrine, therefore, was forced upon them preached, and the sacraments be duly administered cheering evidence that a work of grace had commenced on sage from the Gen. J. to the Chief, (Jumper;) that if de
move about pale and like corpses in this vast building, meat by the circumstances in which they were placed.— according to Christ’s ordinance, in all those things his heart; and his afflicted parents have this for their con sirous of peace, he and the other Chiefs in the neighbor
hood could come in and hold a talk upon the subject. The
coffee and other like things never enter the convent, and Besides this, their attention must have been fixed that are of necessity requisite to the same.”— solation in their bereavement, that the beloved child from messenger returned the following day, and stated that he
While these words stand in our confession of faith, whom they have been so unexpectedly separated, has fallen had seen Abraham, who informed him that Jumper could
upon
the
subject,
by
the
fierce
controversy
which
they are not permitted to speak but in case of extreme ne
had been waged, and still continued-more or less, in we are not at liberty to connive at or tolerate, whe asleep in Jesus,
be found in the course of the following day: that he f Abra
cessity. The next morning I saw more of the sad effects
Germany. Were they not aware that upon the ther for fear or favour, any assault upon a doctrine
ham,y would see him, and communicate Gen. J’s. message.
of superstition. I entered a chapel richly furnished, the
doctrine of Justification by faith only, Luther had so interwoven with the texture of true religion,
In Charleston, S. C. on the 8th Inst, of consumption, The messenger was sent out the following day, and return
wall covered with marble tablets to the number ol 64-, on
accompanied by Abraham, who stated that Jumper,
taken his stand against the abounding superstitions theoretical, practical and experimental, as that of the Rev. Daniel Cobia, of the Prot. Episcopal Chureh. ed
owing to ill health, had been unable to come in with him
which Latin inscriptions were engraven in letters of gold. of the Christian Church ?—that this was the ful Justification by faith only. The' remark applies
hut would come in on the 29th. On that day an officer of
I was curious to read them, but what did I find ! Almost crum on which he had planted his lever, and, and addresses itself to any layman who regards
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE. the General Staff was sent out to meet the Chiefs, Jumper
Alligator, Abraham, and two subordinates, who were
nothing but praises of the Virgin Mary, which appeared to through the power which God bestowed, raised a and values the Church as the depository of ‘■‘the
me often blasphemous. She was called the morning star, whole people from legal bondage and consequent truth-." much more does it apply to the Clergy who
Rev. Dr. Fisk.— Phis respected brother has publicly conducted to within half a mile of the army, where they
encamped and where Gen. Jessup met them. In his talk
the throne of David, the queen of heaven, the refuge of sin corruption, to the liberty and hope and cheerful have solemnly subscribed these Articles, and pub declined the office of a Bishop, to which he was elected by will: them be stated that if they ■ were desirous of Peace
ners', and every where above were placed the words, ' Pray obedience of the Gospel ?—that right views here licly promised to sustain theip. and drive from the the last General Conference of the M. E. Church. Ilis on the conditionsof fulfilling the late Treaty, it would ne
for us." I learnt that worship was not performed in this led him on to the detection of other errors than church, that which op, oses itself to them.
reasons are, first, his engagements with the Wesleyan Uni granted them.
Jumper stated in his reply, that he had no authority for
chapel, because a perpetual grayer was hung from the wall! those relating to Indulgences, and laid the founda
In view of these facts and considerations, I am versity ; and secondly, the consideration that the state of entering into terms, as the power of deciding for Peace or
This reminded me of the superstition of the Chinese, who tion for a ready reception of the whole scheme of constrained to regard it as a strange thing that our things has not actually occurred, in view of which he was War was vested in Micanopy, the principal Chief, to whom
pretend also to make a perpetual praj er, by writing their Redemption, in the fulness of its blessings, making learned theologians have not long since exposed chosen—the senior bishops continuing to enjoy health and be promised faithfully to report their proceedings. Fie
requests on small bits of paper and throwing them to the the other parts plain, harmonious and beautiful ?— the fallacies of this new un-Episcopalian theory of strength for the discharge of their duties.—N. Y. Evan. expressed himself favorable to Peace, as did also the Chief
Alligator. The’party of hostiles were visited by several of
winds.
Were they not apprized that he had in accordance Justification; and in conclusion, to pronounce the
the friendly Creek Chiefs, and they were decidedly of opin
Baptism of Hindoo Youths, at Calcutta.—During ion that the hostiles were for Peace. Juniper and Alliga
withthis statement,pronounced this thearticle which whole matter a bad symptom, fully justifying the
Felix Neff.
the last month, four interesting youths, who had received tor promised to send out runners immediately to the differ
I came next to the mountains of Dauphiny, and I visit determines the condition of a church as standing in question proposed as the caption to this article.
an English education in different Calcutta Seminaries, have ent war parties with orders to suspend hostilities until the
ed with unspeakable joy the places where the pious Felix strength and usefulness, or tottering to its fall; and
G.
publicly professed the name of Christ in connexion with I8th inst., as that day was appointed for a general Coun
Afr^had been the instrument of so many blessings. All is is it not notorious that this judgment was not only
cil at Fort Dade.
The impression prevailed that the
known
but
approved
of
them
all
?
—
It
is
not
possi

the
Church of England. Among them is Brajanath Bos, Council tu be held on that day would end the War.
still full ot his memory. Every one speaks of him, and
For the Gambier Observer.
whose case excited so much sympathy three years ago.—
the pastors I visited are his children in the faith. All the ble to concieve, how men could be situated more
It was mentioned in a Baltimore paper a few days since
UNI VERBALISM.— Anecdote.
Several other young men we understand, are preparing to that the proportion of deaths to the population in that city
established rules in those small Protestant flocks date from favorably for the attainment of distinct and decis
ive
views
on
Justification,
or
what
additional
means
him, and I attended with deep emotion some of their re
Messrs. Editors,—A little affair occurred some follow their example. Indeed, a conviction of the absurdi during the lust year, was—among the whites, 1 in 43;
and aids for clear apprehension and intelligible ex time since in Newark in this state on hearing of ty and falsehood of Hinduism, and a general impression slaves I in 47; free colored persons, 1 in 28J. A similar
ligious meetings.
phenomenon is observable in the hill of mortality for the
At Mens, a town of Dauphiny, I was witness of an in*
* pression they would have desired, when they sat which lately I could not refrain from a smile. I com in favor of Christianity is, we are happy to say, rapidly city of New York in 1838. Among the whites the mor
down
to
engross
them,
in
order
that
they
might
be
municate it to you, as it may prove not only pleas spreading among the body of educated youth in Calcutta. tality was as I to 34; while among the colored people it
teresting scene. An English pastor who spoke good
offered for the adoption of the English Church. I ing, but perhaps profitable to some of your read
French, visited at the same time with me, this part of
So far all is well—but we need more than this. To com was 1 in 27. From the best observation we have been
repeat it, therefore; if our Prayer Book and other ers.
able to make, it is our opinion that in no part of the coun
plete the work we need impressive convictions of personal try would the free colored population hold its own, if it were
France, and we went together to a religious meeting. Af
Standards use a decisive language any where, it is
guilt, humbling feelings of repentance for sin, and affecting not supplied from other sources. And notwithstanding
ter some remarks he said he wished to hear something from
A
Universalist
minister
was
preaching
in
the
here; if any doctrine is set forth as it ought to be,
the audience. All kept silence. The excellent pastor, “so that he who runs may read,” it is the doctrine town above named some time ago against missions, views of the necessity, sufficiency and grace of Christ the these supplies, it is in some of the non-slave holding States
actually decreasing.—Mercury.
who possessed the affections of his flock invited one of them of Justification. For these reasons, though not and especially missionaries,and in the warmth of his only Saviour. To accomplish this may the Holy Spirit
Death of William Reed__ We learn that the Hon."
by name to speak. He excused himself, saying he felt versed in the refinements of Theological specula declamation exclaimed, “They compass sea and land graciously descend, and exert extensively his blessed in
spiritually poor at that moment. After several requests tion, I feel myself authorized in believing that I un to make one proselyte, and when he is made, he be fluence.
Brethren, pray for us.— Calcutta Obser ver for William Reed, of Marblehead, Mass, disd suddenly in that
town, about noon last Saturday, in consequence of an apo
equally useless the bold pastor began to reprove severely derstand their language. But to be yet more sure, comes seven fold more the child of HELL,£/tara them August, f 836.
plectic attack. He was about 60 years of age. Mr. Reed
the members of the meeting: There was a time, said he, I make a limitation. In regard to all the prominent selves." When he had given full utterance to this
was formerly a member of Congress, and has filled various
other responsible stations in civil life. To the religious
when all was life and animation among you. Each had points of the doctrine at least, doubtless it will be sentence, it seemed to have occurred to him that
NEW-ZEALAND.-----CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
community he is extensively known in connexion with the
then something to say, because his heart was full of spirit conceded on all hands, that a common man, of com for once, at least, he had used that troublesome
This Mission, which has been sustained with such per American Board of Foreign Missions, having been for
ual things. IIow has that happy state come to be changed? mon honesty and common diligence, cannot be mis  word Hell, with its proper signification, and so back severing faith by the Church Missionary Society, continues many years a member of the Prudential Committee. His
death will he much lamented__ lb.
You have lost your first love; and the .candlestick of your taken. And if this should not be deemed enough, he went to repair the breach he had so unwitting to be cheered with evidences of the divine blessing.
I will limit my assertion yet once again. Surely ly made, and after making rather bungling work
flock begins to grow dim.”
The islands (two in number) are each about six hundred
Of 1270 persons admitted to the Boston House of In
of it for a time, got out the best way he could by
A universal emotion was apparent at this reproof by the though such a person as I have described, shou'd
miles in length, and are estimated to contain in all about dustry, 673 (more than half) were foreigners. Four fifths
saying,
that
by
Hell
here
he
meant
“
a princi
of
the men and three fifths of the women had been intem
pastor. He again asked if any one would speak. One of not be able to determine positively what the Eng
one hundred and eighty thousand inhabitants. The Mis perate; as were also the parents of nearly all the children.
ple!”
the meeting replied. “Though. 1 have nothing to say, I lish Reformers, whocomposed our doctrinal stand
So then his own pompous language becomes this sion was commenced in 1815, in the northern part of the Less than one tourth of the whole number of paupers are
will speak.” “Ah! that is what causes my sadness,” re ards, intended to teach, even upon the most promi • ‘ They [the Missionaries'] compass sea and land to most northern of the islands. The provei bial ferocity of natives of Boston.—lb.
plied the pastor “that you have nothing to say. “One day nent points of the doctrine of Justification, it will make one proselyte, and when he is made he becomes these islanders is well known, but it would seem they have
Discharge of Reuben M. Whitney.— By a I esort to the
he continued,when I was wholly dejected and discouraged, be admitted that he may come to a safe conclusion seven fold more the child of—a principle,than them- not discovered any marked aversion to civilization as a peo “previous question,” late on Monday evening, it was re
what
they
did
not
mean
to
teach
on
these
points.
solved
by the United States House of Representatives,
during the violent persecution which fell on us some years
ple. There were at the last report nine stations, seven (102 to 70,) “That it is inexpedient to prosecute further
That on comparing our Articles and Homilies,with selvesV."
ago, Felix Neff entered my chamber, and saw me bathed
Missionaries, twenty catechists; and two printers with their the inquiry into the alleged contempt of R. M. Whitney
Facts.
other writings, he may safely pronounce upon their
in tears.
families, in all fifty-five European adults, connected with against the authority of this House, and tiiat said Whitney
agreement or disagreement. If this may not be
be now discharged from custody.” He was discharged ac
‘What is the matter!’ asked Neff.
done, then our standards of doctrine do not answer KENYON COLLEGE & GRAMMAR SCHOOLS. the Mission. The New Testament has been translated and cordingly. Thus endeth that chapter.—lb.
‘I have lost all courage,’ I replied.
in
part
printed,
besides
the
Liturgy
and
other
books
and
their purpose—they are a failure and a nullity.
Massachusetts.—One hundred and sixty seven members
‘And what then would you do !’
MONTHL Y REP ORT.
tracts. Though the southern portion of these islands has
Now, Mr. Editor, I.shall not attempt to prove b;
of the House of Representatives voted against the bili for
‘I can do nothing. *
The parents and guardians of the Students in Kenyon not as yet had the benefit of missions, about forty-five thou the reception of the Surplus Revenue.—lb.
quotation, that the essay, upon which I am ani
Then Neff looked sternly at me and said: “When a per madverting, contradicts the Articles and Homilies. College and Grammar Schools, having at different times sand of the inhabitants were more or less under the influ
Arrest of Squire Platt, the Barnagat (N. J.) Moon Ra
expressed
a strong desire to be frequently informed of the
son purposes to build a tower, he first counts the cost whe I content myself with asserting that it does so most
standing of their sons and wards in scholarship and con ence of the Missionaries. Ei^lit hundred adults have been ker--- This individual, who, it will be recollected, figured
ther he shall be able to finish it. What calculation did you palpably. No man can well doubt my assertions duct, the Faculty of the Institution have been in the habit, taught to read, four hundred more are now under instruc largely as the presiding magistrate in the trial of the land
make when you resolved to serve the Lord? Did you who has read them all; and to any one who has for more than two years, of issuing a monthly Report on tion, besides two hundred and fifty in the infant schools.— pilates some two years since, and whose leniency in acquit
ting those persons led to suspicions of his being their ac
these subjects,in the pages of the Gambier Observer. With
reckon on a pleasant, comfortable and easy life? And now not it is enough to say, “read and judge.”
the beginning of another College year the practice is now Each station is a central point, having several native villa complice, was lately arrested iu Wayne county, Indiana. .
you wish to do nothing because the day of toil is come!—
Mr. Editor, it is to me passing strange, and a resumed. This mode of communication is resorted to as ges connected with it, where the Missionaries and Catechists After having entered into recognizances of $9000, in N.
When a person ascends the glaciers, continued Neff, “and
source of genuine sorrow thai such dangerous nov the only practicable one, where the reports need to be so labor either statedly or occasionally. The Wesleyan Me Jersey, he made biseseape to Ohio, end there appeared, at
feels that terrible sleep creeping over him which is the elties upon a cardinal doctrine of our faith, should frequent; and as being as little expensive to the friends of thodists have one station in the island also at the northern the town of Scipio, under the name of Wright, as a gen
precursor of death, ought the unhappy man to do nothing be put forth and approved by men of influence the Students as any other. Supposing them to subscribe part. The liturgy is also used by them. These comprise tleman of mueli affluence, and spent his money freely.—
Suspicions were created, says the Centreville (Indiana)
for the Gambier Observer for the sake of this information,
to save himself? He ought to rub his hands, to jump, and amongst us. It rs a just ground of apprehension, it can cost no more, in a majority of cases, than would the the Missions in New-Zealand. The history of Missions Chronicle, that he was the individual in question for whom
run, in order to become warm, and then he escapes dan and yet, as I have already intimated, this is but a postage of the requisite number of letters ; whilst in addi among these islanders happily proves the adapteduess of a a reward of $1000 was offered by the U. S. Marshal of
ger. These words of Neff raised me from m.y despondence half of the fact, if indeed, so much as that. It. is tion, they will learn through the paper, from time to time, form of worship for an uncivilized people. Captain Ja New-Jersey. He was pursued by Dr. James and appre
hended Jan. 26, a half mile from his mother’s residence
many other particulars relating to the Institution, which
and may they also raise you.”
not so very strange that one or two should publish cannot fail to be interesting to those who have entrusted cob, of the East India servive, who visited the station in there. He has been lodged in Eaton Jail__ Chr.. Intel.
opinions
at
variance
with
the
letter
and
spirit
of
“Oh! it is true.” said one, “we do not pray enough.”
their children and wards to its care. The plan of the re 1833, observes, never did I witness a more attentive, or
The late Wrecks—-The sea continues to throw up its
The pastor said, Felix Neff one day made the following our creed: the chief wonder is, that such views port is as follows: —
derly and devout congregation, even in a Christian country. dead. A coroner’s inquest was held at Rockaway, on Mon
Two letters, arbitrarily selected, stand"for each student’s
comparison; “When a pump is frequently used, but little ! should come forth from our “high places,” and be name, and these letters are to be known only to the Facultj, The whole congregation appeared to join in the singing day, 30th ult. upon the body of a female, supposed to be
pains are necessary to have water, the water pours out at disseminated throughout the length and breadth of the individual Student and his Parents or Guardians. The and in the responses and petitions of our excellent litur one of the drowned of the Mexico—making one. hundred
and one bodies, which have floated ashore from the two
the first stroke because it is high. But if the pump has our land, exerting their influence within our church report embraces two points, Scholarship and Conduct. As gy, with the greatest possible propriety and devotion ; in wrecked vessels.
not been used for a long time, the water gets low, and the to corrupt, and without it to revolt and repel, and regards scholarship there is no comparison of one student deed, so intensely interested was I in the service, that it was
with another, but of every student with a certain standard
Globe announces that the Florida war has already
water conies only by great efforts. It is so with prayer.— that up to the present moment, though months of excellence previously fixed by the Faculty. At each re with considerable difficulty I could suppress my feelings costThe
about Jive millions /
have
passed
away,
not
one
note
of
remonstrance
If we are instant in prayer, every little circumstance awa
citation the student receives a mark indicating the amount when the notes of the organ were almost drowned by the
Mr. E. C. Delavan has placed at the disposal of the Ex
kens the disposition to pray, and desires and words are al has been heard from the lips of an Episcopalian, of knowledge he is supposed to possess of the subject of full burst of these native worshippers, who, from having
ecutive Committee of the American Temperance Union,
whether
clerical
or
lay,
dignified
or
undignified,
the
lesson.
This
mark
varies
from
‘
10
to
0
—
the
first
being
ways ready. But if we negleci prayer, it is difficult for
great or small. This is that other half of the fact given when the performance is entirely satisfactory to the once been savage cannibals, were now uniting in the praises Ten Thousand Dollars.
us to pray for the water in the well gets low.’
and the last, when the student appears to know of God. The whole of the service, with the exception of
Wisconsin.—Two hanks have been incorporated in this
which gives to the first its importance and its pow instructor,
nothing of the subject upon which he attempts to recite. the psalms, was in the New-Zealand language. — Spirit of territory—one at Milwaukee, the other at Dubuque.
The hearers were much moved, and at the close of the
er to alarm. Where are our watchmen, and the At the end of the month, these marks are added together,
The
editor of the Belmont Gazette estimates the popu
meeting, one of them offered a prayer full of life and unc
men once valiant for the truth? Are they slumber and divided by the number of recitations, which gives the Missions.
lation of the Territory at 28,000. Being questioned as to
tion.
the probable time when the population of the Territory,
ing at their post ? Or are they conniving at such mean mark for the month. It is this mark which is pith*
On returning home, the pastor related to me the follow “strange doctrine,”as harmonizing better with their lisl’ed, and which shows how tar, (if any) each student falls
will justify her admission into the Union, he says—
GENERAL
INTELLIGENCE.
“The Territory of Wisconsin cannot be admitted into
ing anecdote of Felix Neff. One day as Neff was walking private feelings than that of the Reformers? or do below that point of excellence which is considered worthy
of the highest commendation.
the Union, as at present organized. When the North
FOREIGN.
in a street in the city of Lausanne, he saw at a distance a they let it pass without censure,because it emanates
The Report of conduct is made out thus: — Each student
Western Territory was ceded to the Geneial Government
African Discoveries--- The Asiatic Journal for January by Virginia, a clause was inserted, requiring that it should
man, whom he took for one of his friends. He ran up from a source too high to be questioned?
Or have receives a mark for each delinquency, proportioned to the
The total amount of these contains some account of the exploring expedition recently he formed inlo not less than two States, nor more than
behind him, tappet! him on the shoulder before looking in they utterly forgotten what, their ordination vows magnitude of the offence.
undertaken
by Dr. Smith and others from Cape Town, five. Four have already been erected; consequently, that
marks for the month, is attached to the name of the indi
his face and asked him; ‘What is thestate of your soul, my require of them in regard to all such errors?— vidual who receives them. In some cases, however, the South Africa, into the interior of the Continent. It ap portion ot the Territory east of the Mississippi must be
friend?’ The stranger turned; Neff perceived his error, Whatever supposition we adopt to account for this offence may bq of too serious a nature to he noticed in this pears that the expedition penetrated almost as far as the formed into a State by itself. It is expected that both
apologized politely, and went on his way'. About three fact, the fact itself is lamentable in thq extreme.— way, and is accordingly disposed of in a different manner. tropic, found a very healthy climate and returned in excel sides will tie admitted at the same time, hut how soon that
Those students whose names do not appear in the Report lent condition, with an immense variety of drawings and will be is hard to solve. I n our opinion, five years will give
or four years after, a person came to Neff and accosted him Suppose, for a moment, that an Episcopal writer
*
of conduct, are to be considered as not having been guilty specimens of natural history. The artist who furnished birth to a sufficient population.
snying he was indebted to him for his inestimable kindness. should assert that Parity is the true form of the of any inexcusable delinqucucics.
the zoological part of the collection, is said to have set out
Lyons is the name of a new emporium, of which great
on
this
liaza
rdous
adventure
in
a
state
of
health
which
hard

Neff did not recognize the man, and begged he would ex Christian ministry;—what a sensation would it
things are predicted, in the interior of Michigan. It is
ly allowed a hope of his being able to reach the frontier of situated at the head of steamboat navigation on Grand
SCHOLARSHIP.
plain. The stranger replied, “Have you forgotten an un produce throughout all our boders. Every counte
the
colony
and
to
tiave
returned
a
strong,
robust,
and
heal

River, 1,500 miles from its mouth and just above the
AA33, AB 34, AC 32, AD 31, AE36, AF25, AG25,
known person whose shoulder you touched in a street in nance would look aghast, all hands would be rais
AH 35, BD 32, BB 38, BE 37, BF 33, BH 29, CA 35, thy man. In the words Sir John Herschell, he was “ a mouth of the Maple. 11 possesses great facilities both for
Lausanne asking him; ‘How do you find your soul?’ It ed in astonishment to heaven: and with much rea CC 35. CD 30, CE 32, CG 36, DA 32, DB 40, DD 36, liying and thriving proof of the salubrity of the country trade and manufactures, and is surrounded by a rich farm
was I; your question led me to serious reflection and son. And yet, Sir, I will venture to assert that DE 36, DF 22, DG 27, DH 33, EA 27, EB 30, ED 23, traversed.” This is an important fact in reference to ing country.
the production on which I am remarking, is as in EE 36, EF 27, EG 33, FA 34, FB 37, FE 32, FF 37, African colonization. And yet colonizationists are charg
now Ifind it well with my soul.
The great Cathedral in Montreal is said to be the largest
with inhumanity in wishing to remove so many of our
consistent with the doctrine of Justification as FG 36, FH 34, GA 32, GC 36, GD 31, GE 30, GG 31, ed
free colored people as are disposed to emigrate, from a coun public building m North America—it cost more than a
taught by our Church, as Parity with Episcopacy. GH 32, HA 32, HB 27, IIC 28, HD 29, HE 37, HF 38, try where tney scarcely increase at all, and from cities million sterling, and will accommodati? 10,000 persons.
For the Gambier Observer.
IIG 37, HH 35, MK 35, MN 39, JI< 32, KN 32. LM 32,
Why then, I may reasonably ask, is not some of
28, PN 31, QL 34, RP 20, RL 38, QO 37, JR 29, where 1 in every 27 of them dies annually, to the fine and
Liberal.—The Society of the Rev. Dr. Ilawes, of Hart
IS THE DOCTRINE OF JUSTIFICATION that same zeal, which is so rife amongst us on all NN
NR 39, RO 35, RAI 38, PK 33, PP 37, LL 30, NJ 40, healthy countries in the land of their fathers. Dr. Smith ford, at their annual meeting, last week, voted to increase,
ONE OF ANY IMPORTANCE?
points of discipline and order,great and small alike, : PM 37, RQ 30, RN 20, NQ 38, MQ 37, ML 39, LQ 37, is about to set out on a new expedition into the interior, his salary from $1,200 to $1,700, in consequence of the
with aview to further more extensive researches.—Mercury.
increased expenses of living. We have observed similar in
Mr- Epitor,—Will you allow a subscriber exhibited on points of doctrine, especially a doc KO 32, LP 37, KQ 27, JN 32, PL 38, NL 35, KJ 39,
i PJ 27, RR 40, OQ 33, MF 36, NO 35, LR 36, JQ 38,
Mr. Larned, our charge dcs Affaires at Lima, issaid to stances of liberality in several other Societies.—Essex Reto call your attention, and that of your correspon trine so vital and fundamental as this? Shall we I QM 38, NP 30, MR 40, ON 28, KP 35, LM 30, PO 32, have
concluded a very advantageous commercial Treaty with I gister.
dents, to a fact which will at once explain and jus explain the phenomenon by adopting the sentiment I PR 35, NA1 38, JAI 23, AU 37, KL 34, KR 36, OM 31, Gen. Santa Cruz, Protector of Peru and President of Bo
The Lower House of the Pennsylvania Legislature have
tify the interrogatory caption of this article ? I of a philosopher in an analogous case—“That our I QR 37,JO 27, RN 28, LJ 35, QJ 37, OP 39, NK 39, livia. —Mercury.
passed a hill appropriating $20,000 for instruction of the
noticed some time ago, in one of our monthly conscience is morbidly sensitive in one speck to the KK 37, AS 35, CS 36, DS 30, FS 26, BS 39, LS32,
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forecastle on Monday morning—oneol them named James
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POETRY.
From the Forget-Me-Not, for 1837.
THE RESURRECTION.
Morning of the Sabbatli day !
O thou sweetest hour of prime!
Dart a retrospective ray
O’er the eastern hills of time;
Day-break let my spirit see,
At the foot of Calvary.

Joseph’s sepulchre is nigh ;
Here the seal upon the stone ;
There the sentinel, with eye,
Starlike fixed on that alone ;
All around is calm and clear,
Life and Death keep Sabbath here.

Bright and brighter beam on beam,
Now, like new-created light,
From the rock-cleft, gleam by gleam,
Shoots athwart the waning night;
Till the splendor grows Intense,
Overpowering mortal sense.
Glory turns with me to gloom.
Sight, pulsation, thought depart,
And the stone rent from the tomb,
Seems to fall upon my heart:
With that shock the vision files,
Christ is risen—I may rise—
Rise, like Him, as from this trance,
When the trumpet calls the just
To the saints’ inheritance,
From their dwelling in the dust—
By the resurrection power,
Jesus! save me in that hour!
Sabbath morning ! hail to thee ;
O thou sweetest hour of prime !
From the foot of Calvary,
Now to Zion’s top I climb ;
There my risen Lord to meet,
In his temple, at his feet.

SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
From the Religious Intelligencer.

Extract from Mr. Parker s letter to the Sabbath
School of the First Church in Hartford.

“There is one thing respecting which I
have not written to any one, which I think
will be interesting to you. I refer to the Chi
nese New Year, which commences on the 19 th
of our January, at this time the Chinese have
a festival of one week or more. They do no
work—the shops and stores which are accus
tomed to he opened upon the Sabbath as
much as any other day are now closed. New
papers, containing the man’s name or busi
ness are put upon the doors, tables before each
idol or picture in every house,one loaded with
fruits, sugar cane, betel nuts,oranges, candies,
flowers, large wax candles, and incense. At
sunset the evening before new year’s day,
men and children begin to fire their crakers,
(such as hoys in America,fire upon training
days) beating gongs,and playing upon various
instruments of music and jargon. The next
day commence the gambling parties. Seem
ingly every fourth or fifth house in each street,
contained one, where ten, fifteen, thirty, or it
may be in some places one hundred, would
he assembled to gamble, smoke opium, and
quarrel. But it would interest you most to
hear what a time it is to children. Those
who have been nearly or quite naked, and very
dirty all the rest of the year, are dressed out
in the most extravagant, manner and. those,
whose parents are able, have a ride. There
are men who keep little coaches to let. These
are drawn by men. They are painted very
fancifully, and they are of different shapes,
some resemble a Chinese junk. The dresses
of the children to ride in are kept by the same
person so that the same carriage and dress
answer for hundreds of children. This con
tinues as I have mentioned, for many days,
during which, all is noise and confusion. But
for what is all this? perhaps you inquire. It
is not because the parents love their children
so much hut in this way they hope to please
their idol, or imaginary God, and thus secure
a favorable year to themselves and their fami
lies.
I shall mention a few things, my young
friends, to show you how superstitious the Chi
nese are. According to their belief the God
of joy is in the south-west. When a person
first sets his foot on the floor, after rising out
of bed on new year’s morning he should walk
towards the god of joy. The god of wealth
is directly south, and should he met by those
who wish to he rich. The god of mischief is
on the north-east and should he avoided.—
When going out of the door, burn incense
from five to seven o’clock; it will he felicitous.
If between eleven and twelve at night, it will
he ruinous. So you see that all I have de
scribed, is probably designed as an idolatrous
act. Thus days .and years go past, and the
great Preserver of their lives and Author of
their being is forgotten, and the homage due
to Him alone, is given to graven images and
fabled gods, and their souls are undone.
Now one and all, let me ask if you will
not think more of the heathen, pray more for
them, do more to give them the knowledge of
the Saviour of the world and the heaven where
he dwells and where all his followers will soon
he. And will not some of you, my Christian
friends, evince your gratitude to your Re
deemer , and your compassion for perishing
souls, by consecrating yourselves upon the
missionary al tar? On the borders of this dark
empire I lilt up my eyes and look upon the
abundant harvest, but it is too extensive for
my mind to comprehend it all. Where are
the laborers? A few ate in the field gather
ing sheaves, and a few others are here prepar
ing to reap. And thanks be to the Master of
the vineyard. I hear of some in the acade
mies, colleges, and seminaries of America, who
are willing and resolved to come. Arc there
not some in the Sabbath Schools of America?

Yes, I am confident there are many.—Res
pected superintendents, teachers, pupils, pa
rents, and venerable and beloved pastors, un
der God you must decide the answer. An
swer it in the affirmative and the two objects
of my letter will be accomplished, and the
third and paramount will follow, “the glory of
God.” Renewing my request for an interest
in your prayers and accompanying this letter
with my own in your behalf,
I am yours affectionately,
Peter Parker.

TEMPERANCE.
From the Religious Magazine.

SKETCHES OF REAL LIFE.
BY A CLERGYMAN’S DAUGHTER.

Cast thy bread upon the watersr, for thou shall find it again
after many days.

children his habits and his virtues. While he who 'll
mises, to go and do likewise? 5 e who know patient was comparatively easy from its effects live by the industry of others, or who expects to f,„j i" '
made a small incision with a delicate operat piness in the frail applause which wealth or osten i ' *
the happiness of th£ favored few,
ing knife; then by means of a powerful mag- may extort from those around him seldom succeeds *in hL
“Whose hearts on hearts as faithful may repose.”
sc,
remember, there are those who find the staff net, he drew the needle so near the surface as '1™
Tom had rather high
to
grasp
it
with
a
pair
of
“
magnetised
tenacu

notions
from
boyhood;
and persuaded his father to put him
on which they would lean, a thorn to pierce
to a merchant. In due time Tom became the master of a
their hearts with untold agony. Go, seek lum forceps,” and as quick as thought, the shop of goods, was attentive and fortunate, and acquired a
needle
was
in
the
palm
of
his
hand.
By
means
snug estate. Had he let well enough alone, he might now
them out in the spirit of Christian charity ;
of a mild collyrium, or eyewash, the inflam
been the head man of our town. But pride got the
encourage them to train their children up for mation quickly subsided and the young lady have
better of prudence, and persuaded him that he might do
Heaven; alleviate, by your sympathy and is comnfetelv "relieved, and is now as buoyant betters New York. He went there, figured as a wholesale
r
J
, .
,n
i
merchant for which neither his capital nor his experience
kindness, those heart-breaking sorrows which
were adequate, for three years, and the notice in the state
no human arm can remove; and be assured, and happy as if nothing had occurred.
Many of the instruments that Dr. Scudder paper for his creditors to show cause, &c.
that when the days of darkness come upon
uses are of a peculiar construction, and of his Tjerk Wessels farm joined mine. He was one of our best
you or your children, as come they must, if
farmers, and understood the value of ‘'come boys,” as well
as any one. Good luck was so constantly by his side that
yours he the common lot—he who remembers own invention.—N. Y. Star.
heconsidered that any man might get rich who had a mind
the giving a cup of cold water in his name,
Why Should i Kneel in ‘Church?—1. to. Y Ct he could not let well enough alone—he wished to do
will not suffer you to go unrewarded. But Because I am a sinful, weak and worthless better. He therefore removed to the village and opened a
there was a yet nobler sense in which God’s creature w hom the lowest posture of body and tavern, and had the promise ot the justice courts and of the
stage custom. “ Go Soys, did not improve the farm, and
faithfulness to his promises was proved.— deepest humility of soul, most fitly becomes in it soon became neglected and unproductive. Bv and by
Though few souls were given to my father as
the courts were removed by law, and the stage Went to the
addressing the High and Holy God, before new hotel, and the temperance era wound up the tavern
the seals of his ministry during his life, he did
whom Angels, Cherubim and Seraphim veil business. Tjerk has got back to the farm with habits very
not despair. His faith in the efficacy of di
much and his fortune not a little impaired. Yet he con
soles himself, that he is not half so bad off as
vine truth never for one moment wavered.— their faces in the Heavens above.
2.
Because
I
find
it
a
posture
most
favora

Joe Sledge, once our master blacksmith, afterwards a
One of the last acts of his life when the sha
ble to devotion,and to the keeping my thoughts merchant and now a journeyman. Joe was so famous for
dows of the dark valley were already gathered
his edge tools, that people came to him from all parts__
around him, was to dictate a letter to a man in the light place. If 1 stand, or sit my eyes He had his journeymen and his apprentices, and was always
will
in
spite
of
myself
he
wandering
around
present to oversee them, and to be seen by his customers, as
who had lived more than sixty years as if he
all master mechanics ought to he. Joe got rich, because
had no soul to save; and for fifteen years had the church, and my thoughts will wander with he was adapted to his business, and his business adapted to
not entered the sanctuary for public worship. them, away from the business I have in hand him. Joe thought, with Sam Patch, that some thingy,
could he done as well as others,—and that because every
What a hopeless subject? But God seetli not between the Lord and me.
3. Because thus holy men of old worship body liked him as a blacksmith, they must like him as any
as man. Three years since, I revisited the
thing else, forgetting that it was his trade, and not his mind
scenes of my youth; and I heard the voice of ped the Lord. Abraham fell on his face in nor his person, which had brought him into notice.—And
the
Divine
presence.
King
David
lay
all
as merchant was rather more respectable than mechanic, and
this aged man in prayer. He had become a
on the earth in prayer—he calls us to withal a more tidy employment, he in fact sunk the blackChristian—a consistent, devoted Christian ; night
worship and fall down and kneel before the smith, andliecame a dealer in tapes and sugars. It fared
and the morning and evening sacrifice arose t i r n /r i
i
ini
with Joe as it general ly does wj tn all w ho einbar k in new
from his family altar. His wife, who had long Lord our Maker, ooiomon and all the peo- business, of which they know nothing, after they have ar
rived
at mature manhood. Those who have been bred to
been a professor of the religion of Jesus, and pie knelt at the prayer of dedication of the the business,
proved successful rivals, and the sheriff finally
Temple.
Daniel
kneeled
upon
his
kness
who had mourned in* hopeless sorrow over him
closed his mercantile concerns, by selling the entire effects
whomshehad power to save,grasped my hand three times a day. Stephen knelt down in of a merchant unfortunate in business.” Joe insists to this
day, that if he had let well enough alone, he might have been
and said, with tears, “Oh, L------ , do you not his last prayer. Paul says we kneeled down as
well off as the best of his neighbors.
and
prayed.
But
above
all
my
Saviour
and
rejoice with me?” Indeed I did : and ah, I
Time would fail me to narrate half the cases which have
my
Master
did
so.
—
Colonial
Churchman.
come under my observation of men abandoning steady
thought if there be joy in heaven over one sin
habits, and fair prospects in the employments in which they
ner that repenteth, with what new transport
had been educated, and in which they were best calculated
THE RIVER JORDAN.
must the glorified spirit of the faithful pastor
to succeed, for the very hazardous chance of doing better
I was desirous of seeing the Jordan at the place where it in business in which they had every thing to learn. The
have received the tidings, “Behold, he pray- discharges itself into the Dead sea: but the Arabs refused
charms of fashion and show, the ostentatious
eth!” Minister of Christ!—ready to despond to conduct me to it, because the river, near its mouth, turns fascinating
pride ot wealth and the alluring smiles of office are as bad
off
to
the
left,
and
approaches
the
mountains
of
Arabia
---us were the syrens of Calypso, to beguile men from "the
perhaps, at seeing so little fruit of your labors
I was, therefore obliged to make up my mind to proceed to paths of trueYappiness. The moderate but certain gains
—take courage. In the morning sow thy the
curve of the river that was nearest to us. We broke up I which are the reward of industry and frugality, arc the
seed, and in the evening withhold not thy our camp, and travelled for an hour ai.d a half, with excessive most abiding in their nature and most bengin in their in
over a fine white sand. We were approaching a grove
hand, remembering who has promised that in difficulty
fluence. Itis the mild, early and latter rains which in
palm trees and tamarinds, which to my great astonish
due season thou shaft reap if thou faint not. of
ment, I perceived in the midst of this terrible tract. The duce fertility, and cover the earth with fruitfulness;

My father was the pastor of an obscure
country parish in New England. He was un
known to fame hut I doubt not his name is
among the brightest in the annals of Heaven,
if it be true that they who turn many to righ
teousness “shall shine as the stars forever and
ever.” Content to do his Master’s will, though
in obscurity, he paid no court to the rich and
powerful. His only ambition was to tread in
the steps of Him who came to hind up the
broken-hearted, to comfort those that mourn.
His lot was cast in a place where intemper
ance had made fearful ravages among hus
bands and fathers. He saw men, yet in the
prime of nfe, cut down by the destroyer; and
the young eargerly and madly following in
their steps. His heart was touched at the
view of such misery and infatuation and he op
posed his single arm against the destroyer.—
Long before the heart-stirring appeals of Kitteridge had come home to men’s business and
bosoms, or the thrilling eloquence of Edwards
had enlisted the noblest spirits of our land in
in the cause of temperance, in that secluded
spot he had advocated the doctrine or total
abstinence. Fearless of reproach, he warned
the wretched victims of the soul-destroying
vice: he took by the hand those whom he saw
blindly approaching the fearful precipice, and
entreated them to pause and abstain. The
decanter and glasses disappeared at his ap
proach, and the deadly drug, so freely bestow
MISCELLANY.
ed on every other visiter, was no longer offer
CONTENTS OF THE LATE PATENT OFFICE.
ed to him. But he stood alone. Public opin
ion was against him. All, with one consent,
By the report of Mr. Ruggles in the Sen
the professed Christian as well as the scoffer ate, it appears that the destruction of this
hugged the viper to their bosoms, although 1 great national repository may he in a good dethey were writhing in agony beneath its fangs 6
gree
of patents
pate
. repaired. The
l he number ot
grant
and the poison was already drinking up their ed is about 10,000, and the commissioner be
life-blood. Finding his efforts unavailing to lieves that most of them can be obtained and
stay the withering step of the destroyer, the recorded again. The whole number of mod
pastor turned the full tide of heavenly char els burnt was 7000: and 3000 of the most im
ity towards the innocent sufferers,—mothers, portant of them, it is believed, may be re
whom it had made more than widows: their placed. The importance of these models,
children more than fatherless.—Among those both for the protection of the rights of paten
who shared his sympathy and prayers, was tees, and as the most intelligible record of the
one, the mother of three children whose hus history of invention to enable the proper offi
band was intemperate, idle, and brutal. She cers to judge of the originality of new inven
was uneducated, and poor indeed in this tions, is distinctly spoken of by the commit
world’s goods. But she was a Christian—she tee.
opened her Bible,
There are also destroyed 163 large folio
volumes of records; 26 large port folios, con“And, in that charter, read, with sparkling ejc«,
. • •
aaaa i
° i
-p n
Her title to a treasure in the skies.”
taming 9000 drawings, many beautifully exeHer figure is before me now—tall, thin, and cuted, and very valuable; 10,000 original de
careworn; her hair already turning gray, hut scriptions of inventions, besides eaveats and
more from sorrow than age. She was no fa many other documents. There were also 230
vorite of my childish fancy. I wondered that volumes of scientific books. The report fays
my parents could listen with pleasure to her the office contained the largestand most inter
unpolished language and the harsh tones of esting collection of models in the world. No
her voice. But through these they saw what model had been preserved of Fulton’s first
I had not then learned to love—the image of steamboat, but there was deposited in the of
their Saviour; and while showing kindness to fice a volume of drawings executed by his own
her, they remembered who has said, “inas hand, embracing besides the various parts of
much as ye have done it to one of the least of his machinery, three beauiiful representations
these, ye did it unto me.” She was in afflic of his steamboat passing interesting points on
tion, deserted, and neglected by him who the Hudson, with sketches of the scenery.—
should have been her protector; and their on There were about 1500 agricultural models
ly inquiry was, can we do her good? Of sil upward of 2000 in factory machinery, and
ver and gold they had little to bestow: but 1000 relating to navigation.
The sum required to replace the 300pmodsuch as they had, they freely gave—their sym
pathy, their counsel and their prayers; and els which would include the most desirable is
when the pastor, to increase his small income estimated at ! 33 each, or 100,000 in the
took charge of a select school, her only son whole; the expense of procuring drawings,
was of the number. Years passed away.— descriptions, &c. at 53,000, so that with sun
The wretched husband possessed, of an iron dry incidental expenses, the whole expense of
constitution yet lived on to be a curse to his thus restoring the office would not exceed
family. But better days began to dawn upon $156,100. This the committee thinks the
the wife. Her daughters were industrious, government may well afford to pay as this of
dutiful, and pious; and her son, who had been fice has paid into the common treasury s 156,hound apprentice in the neighboring city, on 906 more than its expenses. The commis
commencing business for himself, rose rapidly sioner believes a complete list of all patents
to respectability and wealth. He, too, became issued can be procured. For the purpose of
a Christian, and the mother felt that her cup thus restoring this important establishment
of blessings overflowed. Then it was that my the committee report the bill, which is now
father, yet in the midst of his usefulness, was before the Senate.—Christian Mirror.
taken to his reward, leaving his family no
Extraordinary Operation.—Some days
other heritage than the rich legacy of his ex
ample and prayers. Thus thrown upon our since, while a young lady, daughter of one of
own resources, my sister went to the city to our most opulent citizens, was endeavoring to
qualify herself as a teacher. But soon was pick out a knot in a thread with a cambric
my mother summoned thither to attend her in needle, the needle suddenly broke in two pie
an illness which seemed to preclude all hope ces, and the pointed half was sent with great
of life. She was a widow and a stranger, force into her eye, where it penetrated to a
watching over the sick and apparently dying considerable depth. The dreadful pain in
consequence can be better conceived than de
bed of a daughter—
scribed.
Physicians were immediately sent for,
“The youngest, lrost-beloved of all.”
and after trying in vain, gave up the attempt
But God did not forget her. This young to extricate the needle, which had forced itself
man, who had scarcely met his benefactors through the external coat of the eye. Dr.
since his boyhood, heard of her affliction and Scudder, the ingenious oculist, was finally
sought her out. As soon as the invalid was sent for, but not until fears were entertained
able to be removed, he took them to his own that the needle would penetrate into the brain
home, cheered them by his kindness, and was aud cause death, which in all probability
all to them that a son and brother could have would have been the case.—The Doctor was
been. Nor did his gratitude end here; but given to understand that the eye was consid
while his life was spared, his kindness knew ered as lost, and that the only hopes of the
no pause; and ever watchful to do good, he lady s parents were, that the needle could be
repaid an hundred fold all that had, in days extricated, and the life of their only daughter
long past, been bestowed on his afflicted mo saved.
ther.
Dr. Scudder immediately proceeded to an
Ye on whom the sun of prosperity yet shines examination, and at once pronounced that he
without a cloud, will you not be induced by could extricate the needle and preserve the
this instance of God’s faithfulness to his pro e\c. He ordered an anodyne: and when the

Arabs all at once stopped, and pointed to something that
1 had not remarked at the bottom of the ravine. Unable
to make out what it. was, I perceived what appeared to he
sand in motion. On drawing nearer to this singular ob
ject, 1 beheld a yellow current, which I could scarcely dis
tinguish from the sand on its shores. It was deeply sunk i
below its hanks, and its sluggish stream rolled slowly on__
I bis was the Jordan.

I had surveyed the great rivers of America with that
pleasure, which solitude and nature impart; I bad
visited the Tiber with enthusiasm, and sought, with the
same interest, the Eurotas anil the Cephisus, but I cannot
express what 1 felt at the sight of the Jordan* Not only
did ibis river remind me of a renowned antiquity, hut its
shores likewise presented to my view the theatre of the
miracles of my religion. Judea is the only country in the
world, that revives in the traveller the memory of human
affaiis, and of celestial things, and which, on this combi- j
nation, produces in the soul a feeling and ideas, which no i
other region is capable of exciting
j
Toe Arabs stripped and plunged into the Jordan. I
dared not follow their example, on account of the fever by J
which I was still tormented’ but I fell upon my knees on j
the hank, with my two servants, and the dragoman of t.ie j
monastery. 1 took up some water from the river in a
leathern vessel; It did not seem to he as sweet as sugar, J
according to the expression of a pious missionary. I
thought it, on the contrary, rather brackish, but though I
drank a considerable quantity, I felt no inconvenience from
it, nay J even think it would he verv pleasant, if it were
- • from
- the sand which it carriesJ along
1
purified
with it.

while the tempest and its floods cause waste and desola
tion. “The mushroom grows up in a night, and withers
in a day.’
The farmer should be the last to be dissatisfied with his
condition. Of all classes be is the most independent.__
He produces within himself more of the necessaries and
comforts of life than any other class. If he does not tied
the elements of happiness on the farm; his search for it
elsewhere, 1 fear, will be in vain. But he must not for
get that it is the province of the mind to arrange and com
bine these elements, and that it becomes qualified to per
forin this office in proportion as it is enlightened and cul
tivated. The mind like a garden, will yield the most
grateful fruits when nurtured with care; and few have
more opportunities, or are better requited for their labors,
in cultivating both than lie who thrives by the plough.—
Cultivator.

Life and its End.—Remember for what purpose you
were horn, and through the whole of life look at its end,
and consider when that conies in what wit) vou put vein
trust? Not in in the bubble of worldly vanity; it nil be
broken ; not in worldly pleasures; they will be gone; not
in great connexions; they cannot serve you; not in wealth,
you cannot carry it wi li you; not in rank; in the grave
there is no distinction, not in the recollection of a life
spent in a giddy conformity to the silly fashions qf a
thoughtless and wicked world’ but in that of a life spent
soberly, righteously, and godly in the present world.—
Bishop Watson.

*
*
*
.
*
*
*
Floating Wood.—The prodigious quantity of wood
About two leagues from the place where we halted, I brought by sea to Iceland is thought by M. Eugene Rob
ert,
to come from two continents at least. Trees are thrown
perceived higher up the river, a thicket of considerable'ex
tent. 1 determined to proceed thither, for I calculated ashore there sometimes without roots, and without hark,
that this must he nearly the spot where the Israelites pass the latter being frequently found by the side, folded like a
ed the river, facing Jericho, where the manna ceased to t oil of parchment. M. Robert, has not been able to pro
fall, where the Hebrews tasted the first fruits of the land cure any floating fruits, huthe has aseci tamed that ma
of promise, wheae Naaman was cured of his leprosy, and hogany is often landed in Iceland in the above year.—
lastly where Christ was baptised by St. John. Towards Presbyterian.
this place we advanced, but as we drew near to it, we heard
the voices of men in the thicket. Unfortunately, the hu- '
For Sale,
man voice, which cheers you every where else, and which
you would love to hear on the banks of Jordan, is precisely
The new, neat and convenient Frame
what most alarms you in these deserts. The BcthlehemCottage, situated on the south side of Brookites and the drogoman proposed an immadiate retreat, hut
lyn-street, Gambier. The house was built in
I declared that 1 had not come so far, to be in such a bur.
the best manner by Messrs. Fuller & Patch,
ry to return: that I agreed to go no higher up the river: under the superintendence of the subscriber, is 38 feet front
but that I was determined to examine the river facing the by 32 feet deep, with a piazza in the rear. There are 8
spot where we then stood.
rooms, 4i on each floor, and a hall running through the cen
They yielded with reluctance to my resolution and we tre, is well furnished with convenient Pantries and Closets,
again repaired to the hank of the Jordan, which a bend of and has a good Cellar 32 feet by 16. The Parlours are
the river had carried to some distance from us on the finished in the best style, with folding doors, and the doors
right. I found it of the same width and depth as a league throughout are trimmed with American Lock . The house
lower down, that is six or seven feet deep close to the | is in all respects one of the neatest and most convenient in
shore, and about fifty paces in breadth.— Chateaubriand. ( the country. There is also .a good Stable 24 by 16 feet
! and a wood house on the lot.
Possession given on the 1st of May next.
There is not a more effectual way to revive he true spir
January 4th.
M. WHI TE.
it of Christianity in the worid, than seriously to meditate
on what we commonly call the four last things; Death,
THE OBSERVER
Judgment, Heaven and Hell; for it is morally impossible
____
men should live such careless lives, should so wholly devote j
themselves to this world, and the service of their lusts, TERMS.— Two Dollars and fifty "cents per annum. If
should either cast off the fear of God end all reverence for
paid in advance, fifty cents will be deducted. No suhhis laws, or satisfy themselves with some cold arid for j scriptions received for a less term than one year. No
mal devotions, wth’e they possesed with a warm and con J paper* discontinued until all arrearages are paid, exstant sense ot these things. For what manner of men j cept at the option of the publishers.
ought we to be, who know that we must shortly die, an 1
come to judgment, and receive according to what we have Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued
are requested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days
done in this worid, whether it be good or evil, either
previous to the expiration of the term of their subscrip
eternal rewards in the kingdom of heaven or eternal pun
tion, otherwise it will be considered anew engagement.
ishments with the devil and his angels.—Sherlock on
Deaths
directed to the Rev. M. F. C. Wing, Gambier, Knox
Co. Ohio
Diffidence__ The celebrated Aboo Yusuph, who was
LIST OF AGENTS.
chief Judge of Bagdad, in the reign of Caliph Hadee,
Rev JOHN L. BRYAN,............. .. 'Windsor,
Ohio
was n very remarkable instance of that humility which dis  Col.
«
IICBBARD,.........................
ft
tinguishes true wisdom. His sense of his own deficiencies Rev. AJLVAH SANFORD....... ... Portsmouth,
«
Columbus,
often led him to entertain dofihts Mfliere mCti of less know Iiev WM. PRESTON...............
ft
Rev.
G.
DENISON
............
ledge and more presumption w.eue decided.
*
GEORGE BEATTY............
.... Steubenville,
•
“It is related of this judge/ that son one occasion, after II. H. BUELI....................
.... Marietta,
a very patient investigation of facts he declared that his SYLVESTER P. ALDERMAN .. Windsor,
J.
W.
SCHUCKERS
..................
....
Wooster,
knowledge was not competent to decide the case before DORSON EDWARDS,............
Dayton,
»
him.” ‘Pray do you Expect,’ says a pert courtier, who Dr. ASA COLEMAN................. ...
... Troy, Miami Co.
*
heard this declaration,‘that the Caliph is to pay for your ig Rev. B. I. HAIGHT.................. .... Cincinnati.
Rev. E. W. PEET,......................
norance! ‘1 do not,’ was the mild reply; ‘The Caliph pays ROWLAND
CLAP...................
Cuyahoga Falls,
me and well for what 1 do know; if he were to attempt WILLIAM HUNT,.................. ...
... Urbana,
to pay me for what I do not know, the treasures of his em JOHN HANFORD,......
F. E. KIRTLAND...................... ... Maumee,
pire would not suffice.—Malcolm's Pcrsias
Rev. IL S. SMITH........... ...........
HINTS TO YOUNG FARMERS.

On leaving the Paternal roof, to seek my fortune in the
wide world, when about 18 years of age my father gave me
this parting admonition’ “My son, take care always to let
well enough alone.” The occasion served to impress the ad
vice deeply on my mind, and amid the diversified scenes
of the subsequent thirty-five years it had seldom been for
gotten; and I have reason to believe it has had a very salu
tary influence upon my prosperity and happiness. It has
afforded, withal something of a standard by which to guage
the indiscretions of others. IIow often has a disregard in
others to this maxim, reminded me of the Italian’epitaph“1 was well, wished to be better, took physic, and here I
am.” The true philosophy of happiness is to depend on
one sself for the b essing—on the lively exercise of the
v.rtues which can alone confer it. The man who is indus
tr.ous and frugal, and who scrupulously fulfils the relative
and social duties whatever be his condition or profession
stands the best chance of enjoying a goodly portion of the
comforts and pleasures of life aud of perpetuating in his

.... Liverpool.
REV. WM. GRANVILLE......... ..... Medina,
Rev. ERASTUS BURR,........... .... Worthington,
ft
JOSEPH BASSETT...........
.... Canfield,TrumbullC«Rev. WM. A. SMALLWOOD, .... Zanesville,
Rev A. GUION, ..... .............. ... .... Piqua.
BENJAMIN JOHNS................ .... Mansfield.
WILLIAM A KRUG ........... ... Hamilton, Butler«>•
EBEN BOULT,................
..... Norwalk,
«
Rev. J. P. BAUSMAN.............. .... Circleville
Rev E. BOYDEN.......................
Rev. SETH DaVIS................... .... OhioCitv,
S S. FULLER.............................. ..... Massillon,
REV. ANSON CLARK, .......... .... Grafton,
REV. J. L. HARRISON........... ...... Warren
if
REV. JAMES McELROY....... .. . .. Delaware,
REV. S. A, BRONSON.............. ..... Granville’
REV. T. BARROW.................... .... Akron,
Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN............... . . Monroe, Michigan,
C C. TROWBRIDGE, Esq....... .... Detroit,
Rev. N. LYSTER,..................... ... Tecumseh,
Rev. WM. SUDDARDS, ......... ... Philadelphia, Penn
HENRY I,. BOLLMAN........... ♦••• Pittsburgh,
Rev. Win. ARMSTRONG, ...... .... Wheeling, Va,
CHAS. WILTBERGER,.......... ..... Washiiigton,I). C.
R. M. WHITE............................. .... New York.
ROBERT JONES ...................... .... Crawfordsville, Indiana.
C W ADAMS,............................ .... Natchez, Miss.
Rev. P. R. MI N A RD.................. .... St. Louis.Missouri. _
Nit HOI.AS. TORODE .......... ..... . Brushill CookCo, I“’nw

